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FELLED BY LIGHTNING BOLT

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents
Advertising rates baaed upon circula
tion sad very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oaaette was established
in 1844 In 1174 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882 The Free Press was established
in 185S and In INI changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March IT. Ig81

THREE CENTS A COPS

Large Meeting Of Workers Last Night At Temple Had Been Member Of Hardware Firm Of H. H.
Crie & Co. Sixty-One Years
Hall—President Gray the Speaker

ST. BERNARDS LAWN PARTY
TUESDAY, AUG. 6, Or First Fair Day

SEA VIEW GARAGE

TEMPLE HALL, ROCKLAND
FRIDAY, AUGUST 9-8.30 P. M.

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE

CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER

MAYFLOWER INN

3 LIVE LIONS

GREAT GEORGE

DANCE AT BREEZEMERE

PAR. C3

THE TENTH ANNUAL

Rockport Carnival

and Regatta

THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY

August 8, 9, 10

GIGANTIC MIDWAY
MERRY-GO-ROUND
FERRIS WHEEL
CHAIR PLANE
KIDDY RIDE

THREE GRAND PRIZES FREE!
Frigidaire
Washing Machine
Philco Radio

NOTICE!

See the Dancing Marathon in
House-Sherman's window —adv. 94-96

AMERICAN HOUSE
Clean, Airy Rooms
50c up
308 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND
93’94

U. S. S. MANLEY IN THE HARBOR

FREE SAMPLES
* * * *

Gov. Brann will visit on the grounds
4
After this date, Aug. 5, 1935, no bills will be

This becomes necessary on account

of fires, etc., and applies to all town depart

ments.

Other towns please take notice.

TOWN OF ST. GEORGE,

F. H. Smalley, Chairman.

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

1.30,

Canoeing

2.30,

Swimming

5.00,

Ball Game

6.15,

Big Street Parade

7.45,

Boat Parade

9.00,

Vaudeville

Grand Surprise Vaudeville Act

By Board of Selectmen,

DR. J. H. DAMON
Dentist

-EVENTS-

passed for payment unless authorized by the
selectmen.

11.00,

Grand Prize

1.30,
2.30,

2.30,
5.00,
9.00,
10.15,
10.45,
11.15,

Entertainers
Baby Show
Kiddie Parade
HAJ Boat Races
Ball Game
Vaudeville
Surprise Vaudevil.
Firework*
Grand Prize

By Appointment

SATURDAY
1.30,
2.30,

Entertainers
Yacht Races

Tarratlne Yacht Club, 17 and
21 foot classes

5.00,
Ball Game
9.00,
Vaudeville
10.15,
R. K. O. Spec.
11.00, Crowning Regatta
Queen
11.30,
Grand Prize

100 REGATTA QUEEN VOTES WITH EACH 25c ADMISSION
CHILDREN UNDER 12 ADMITTED FREE AFTERNOONS
94T100

Number 94.

DEATH OF R. ANSON CRIE

THE CHEST DRIVE IS ON

Mr. and Mrs. Levi W. Berry, for-. was within four feet of the bolt, was
merly of this city, hacf a startling ex-rendered unconscious, and when he
perlence at their home In South recovered he found his wife lying on
Osteopathic Surfeon of Portland
Union yesterday when a bolt of light the kitchen floor, also unconscious.
will operate
Go to the Osteopathic Clinic,
ning, which had followed the tele Both escaped Injury.
Lucette, Thomaston, Tueadayi, 10
Mr. Berry told a Courler-Oaaette
phone wire entered the house and
to 12, beginning July S, examina
The Community Chest Campaign Haugh told of the splendid way Ne
burst In thr cellar, completely wreck reporter that the electrical storm
tion and registration.
got
off to a good start last evening braskans have come through four
was not especially severe In that
ing the kllchen.
Every caae must be examined be
and
today the workers in the cam years of fierce drouth, raising the
fore being aciepled for the clinic.
Mr. Berry, who estimates that he locality.
•
In struggling with misfortunes -e
Chest from $300,000 in 1929. to $600,000
82T94
paign begin their solicltaUon. Begin
♦ lies the true proof of Virtue— ♦
in 1935. to meet the Increasing de
■e Shakespeare
ning this noon and continuing every mands To this message of courage
THE LAKEWOOD PLAYERS
ROCKPORT IS READY
■♦ W
noon throughout the week, all workers he added the optimistic thought that
Presenting "The Detour” This Week
•Vll meet at a noon luncheon-report communities today are building for
Going
To
Entertain
Many
—“Ceiling Zero" Next Attraction
r ting at Temple Hall. Today the tomorrow, ending the shadow of de
Pleasure-Seeking
Visitors
"The Detour." considered Owen'
lar s of the Universalist Church, pression. and that through the Chest
This Week
Davis's finest drama. Is being given
under the leadership of Mrs H. P. they build wisely.
this week. In the cast are Jessamine
Hugh Spaulding, campaign direc
The tenth annual carnival-regatta,
Newcombe, Mary Rogers, Owen ;
Blodgett will serve the luncheon. tor, received an ovation when he made
is
to
be
presented
Thursday,
Friday
Davis, Jr., A. H. Van Buren, Ray- j
and Saturday at Rockport. The Wednesday the luncheon will be his bow. Eleven years ago Mr SpauldDoll Parade at 2 P. M. Special Beano for the Youngster*. Supper
mond Bramley, Joanna Roos, John
Navy Department has detailed UBB. served by the ladles of the First Bap ing stood on the same platform as
at 5.30. Selections by Rockland City Band.
Hammond Dailey and Keenan Wynn.
Public Is Cordially Invited
Manley tp be staUoned in the harbor tist Church Mrs. Nellie McKay, organizer of Rockland's first Chest
For the week starting Aug. 12 the ,
! for the duration of the regatta.
chairman. Thursday noon the Con campaign and has been recalled re
Lakewood Players will present the
| Many novel and interesting events gregational Church ladles will pro peatedly for Chest and other drives.
latest New York success, "Celling
will be presented at this unique re vide the luncheon, the chairman be It was evident that he has lost none
Zero," written by Commander Frank
of his popularity, and the pleasing an
gatta. Merry-go-round. Ferris wheel,
ing Mrs Corwin 8 Olds. Arrange nouncement that the executive com
Weed. This striking play was pro
whip and kiddie cars will furnish
duced last spring by Brock Pember
ments for Friday and Saturday mittee has received $3**5—proved
thrills, excitement and fun for every
ton and is soon to be made into a
Presents An
that he has lost none of his skill.
one. Among the numbers listed on luncheons have not yet been com
talking picture. It is the story of
Dally noonday luncheons for work
pleted.
EVENING OF UNUSUAL ENTERTAINMENT
the varied program is the amateur
the everyday lives of air mail pilots
Temple hall was comfortably Oiled ers will be held at Temple hall.
night and R. K. O. vaudeville.
and the action of the play takes place
Prior to the opening of the session
Four State of Maine championship last night when Oeorge B Wood, gen
at an aviation landing field. The
a 30 minute concert was presented
_
____________
central figures are Jake Lee. in swimming races will be held Thurs- I eral chairman of the campaign, called by the Camden-Rockport
School
day afternoon under the direction of
, , .
oy w,e
J
,u „
charge of the airport, and Dizzy die Maine Amateur Athletic Union
meeUn* 8nd bHefly Mpl8‘ned ** B»"d and the Camden Juvenile Band
Davis, an air maU pilot noted for his
aims and purposes of the drive. He under direction of Clarence Fish
7—THRILLING TALKING PICTURES—7
There will be parades galore, street,
recklessness and his romantic ad
said the Job of the workers was to The youngsters acquitted themselves
150.00 WORTH OF FREE PRIZES
boat, kiddle and pet parades.
ventures. The chief feminine role
admirably, promising well for the
Friday evening a grand display of sell to the people of Rockland the idea
Admission Free, but by ticket, obtainable from any
wUl be played by Mary Rogers and
fireworks which will surpass any pre that the Chest was worth while and future.
others in the cast will be Joanna
The entire city te being canvassed
member of Sea View staff
vious showing in this section of the worth supporting, a thought enthusi
Roos, Kathleen Kidder. Owen Davis,
this
week—all residences toy the ladles.
astically endorsed by his hearers
state is being planned.
Children under I 2 must be accompanied by an adult.
Jr.. Ben Lackland. A. H. Van Buren,
The first speaker, Carl R Gray of j under the direction of Mrs Mary E
The H.AJ. fleet from the Camden
You Are Welcome—Come—Win a Prize!
Raymond Bramley. John Hammond
Omaha. Neb. and Pleasant Point. Southard, chairman of the women's
Yacht Club will race Friday after
Dailey, Tom Tempest and Keenan
division. There te a women's team In
noon. and Saturday the two fleets Maine. president of the Union Pacific
each of the seven wards. The men's
Wynn. 'Ceiling Zero" Is now in re
Railroad
System,
was
given
a
rousing
from the Tarratlne Yacht Club,
division, under the direction of Knott
hearsal under the direction of Mel
welcome,
testimonial
to
his
former
Dark Harbor will race. Special in
C. Rankin, 1s canvassing all stores,
ville Burke.
visits
here.
President
Gray
spoke
in

vitations have been extended to all
TONIGHT
formally. drawing on his wide experi offices and shops. Mr. Rankin has
Mr. Brown expressed to his land yacht club members along the coast ence to give the Chest plan his fullest five teams. The names of the workln men's and women's divisions
lady his pleasure when he saw her to Join with us and make merry for endorsement He termed the Chest
place a plate of scraps before the these three days.
as the right and wise way to give which did not appear ln Saturday's
Three grand admission prizes will
8.3# P. M.
cat
without overlapping and without, un- paper are: Woman's Division—Ward
Ah. yes sir." she replied. "Wot be awarded. A Maytag Washing Ma wittingly, doing harm by the giving. 1. Mrs Addle Rogers. Miss Anna Win
I says. Mr. Brown, is to be kind to the chine, a Frigidalre and a Phllco Radio Chest dollars are wisely spent to the chenbach, Mrs. Carrie Orant. Mrs
Jane Crouse, Mrs. O M Wotton. Mrs.
cats, and ye'll find it saves yer 'arf are the prizes chosen.
best advantage of the community, be
Ralph Choate; Ward 2—Mrs Jerome
The
objects
of
this
regatta
are
In Her Original Character Sketches
the washln' up."—Pearson's.
cause study of conditions 1s part of
unique. The proceeds are used to the work of every Chest. He voiced Burrows; Ward *. Miss Margaret
ADMISSION TICKETS. 55c TO $2.2®, TAX INCLUDED
defray expenses of the senior class the thought that the annual filling Snow. Mrs. Basil Stinson. Mrs Janie
on an educational trip to Washing up of the Chest was a challenge to Beach. Miss Elizabeth Hagar, Miss
ton, D. C._ and to aid worthy gradu the community, the duty of the self- Thelma Blackington. Miss Wlnola
ON THE SEA
ates to obtain funds for training In respecting city to take adequate care Richan. Mrs. Perley Damon; Ward
6—Miss Marion Olnn: Ward 7—Mrs
higher educational branches.
of its unemployables.
Martin Point
COMING FRIDAY-SATURDAY
John Whalen. Mrs Harry Levensaler.
Through a peculiarly Interesting
Friendship, Maine
All persons who paid fares on coincidence a guest at the Gray cot Mrs. Augustus Huntley, Mrs. E. L.
The Mystery of the
One of Maine's finest residential
Steamer
Castine June 8 may receive tage is J. L. Haugh, executive vice Toner. Men’s Division Old Timers'
Inns Right on the water Unsur
passed scenic beauty. Bathing, fish
their money back by mailing requests ~^ldent of the Union Pacific and team—Carl Duff, Willis Ayer. William
ing. boating, tennla. Always cool.
prior to Sept. 14 to S. A. Rackliff, general chairman of the Community Glover, Henry Bird. Osmond Palmer,
Pleasant atmosphere.
Quests ac
commodated at moderate rates.
secretary Limerock Valley Pomona, Chest campaign ln Omaha which te Raphael Sherman. Raymond Thurs
Shore dinners
Route • 220 from
ton, Louis Walker, Valentine Chis
8outh Thomaston. Maine.—adv.
Thomaston or Waldoboro.
to raise $600,000 next month. Mr.
holm, Industrial Team—Reuel Soule,
0*’ It hold
92-9*
Clarence Joy. f
Inimitable Illusion of the
DR. CHAS. N. THURLOW Some of the teams ln both divisions
are not quite full and additional
with
workers are needed Those who are
DR. R. U STRATTON
willing to assist ln this work and who
Children s Work a Specialty
Office Hours 8.00 to 5.30
TeL 611-M are not yet assigned, should report
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
WORLD FAMOUS MAGICIAN
*20 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
to Mrs. Southard or Mr. Rankin and
87-tf
JEFF KENNEDY and his ROYAL VAGABONDS
volunteer
their services. It Is of the
FRIDAY, SATURDAY
utmost importance that every point
ATTHE
In this community be covered this
week to the end that the Chest be
filled with Its complete quota.
As this is the only campaign this
year everyone should contribute
something to it. Should anyone be
missed by the workers, they are in
vited to bring their subscription to
campaign headquarters at the Cham
B '.tixum i.t-r-7 .
si.-i -ir
t-JZ.T-SI.71
ber of Commerce office on Main
AU This Week—Matinee Saturday
street.
OWEN DAVIS’S Famous American Drama “THE DETOl'R"
Oeneral Chairman Oeorge B Wood
and his associates in the conduct of
Week Starting Monday, Aug. 12—Matinee Saturday, Aug. 17
the cahtpaign. are much pleased with
Lakewood Players Present the Sensational Aviation Drama
the progress that has been made to
“CEILING ZERO”
date but wish to stress upon tne
with Grant Mills, Humphrey Bogart
workers the absolute necessity of
Prices AU Performances 50c and $1. plus tax. TeL Skowhegan *34.
pressing forward and covering every
Nights at 8. Saturday Matinee 2.30 P. M., Daylight Saving
individual ln the entire community.
BUNGALOWS LAKEWOOD INN GIFT SHOP SHANTY LUNCH

Dr. Gerald Kneeland

Volume 90,

Over Newberry’s 5c a 10c Store
ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephone 415-W
121Ttf

The Little Guest Home
Rooms and Board
Meals (without rooms) by appointment
Tel- 186-H
NELLIE A- GARDINER
16 Gleason St,
Thomaston, Me.
8T88A91&94

WE BUY

OLD GOLD
S70 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
71-tf

R Anson Crie, head of the well of the First Baptist Sunday School
known hardware concern of H H. Library for 12 years and was also a
Crie Ar Co., and a member of the firm charter member of the Choral Choir
organized and directed by the late
61 years, died yesterday at the age
Oen. H. M. Lord. The board of
of 81. Aside from a business career trustees numbered him on Its list and
which had few parallels ln this part ; on special occasions he served the
of the State he had long been active | church for many years. He Joined the
ln church and civic affairs, had served church Feb. 7, 1886 Other activi
in the City Government and was a ties Included two years ln Common
bank director. A curious coincidence, Council, vice president of Livingston
and one to which is attached a strong Manufacturing Co., director of Rock
bit of senUment, is found in the fact land National Bank, and Vinalhaven
that Mr. Crle’s death occurred on the Ar Rockland 8 S Co., and at the time
day when the old store at The Brook | of his death was treasurer of Chlckaceased to do business
| waukie Lodge Order of Foresters.
R. A. Crie was born June 14, 185* ' One of his first duties was helping
ln the house between Park and Grace make candy gooseberries in the base
streets and the Brook which runs ln ment where the Central Maine Show
that locality was his boyhood play Room Is now located. Lewis Childs
ground. There were six brothers and was the candy maker. The boys were
sisters, all of whom died ln early required to whistle while working.
childhood except Susie and Alzira. For pay they received two goose
His father, Deacon Hlramr Crie, used berries for each hoop full (75 to 100)
to row from his home at Owl's Head they “rolled."
to the Brook to call on his future
Mr. Crie entered partnership In
wife Abbie Trafton who worked for 187* with his father, under the name
Dr. Sears at his "pill factory" located H H Crie Ac Co., and took over the
in his two-story house situated at the active management of the company
rear of the present Peoples Laundry. a few years later. Under his able
As a boy. Anson used to sail about guidance the firm prospered. On the
In this same Brook in an empty sugar death of Hiram H. Crie ln 1903 his 'nbox taken from his father's grocery terests were divided between R. An
located where W. H Olover’s building son and sister. Alzira. Again death
stands. When a young man. he was caused a change In the partnership,
apprenticed to Stephen Coombs of when her Interests went to Kelley B.
Rockville and for two years lived Crie in 1907.
there, learning the wheelwright trade
The same trade name has been
Jan. 1. 1876. he was married to the li ed since the founding of the busi
ness In 1860 R Anson Crie was an
late Ida E. Shepherd
They lived first in the large, square indefatlguable worker In his business
house on Front street, later moved and within ten days of his death he
to the Parker house on Warren street, was about the store, giving council
then to Granite street. In 1888 they and directions as to the running of
built the house on Broadway where affairs. Almost his last words were ln
they lived until the death ot Mrs. regard to matters connected with
H. H Crie Ac Co.
Crie. March 2*. 1917.
Last Saturday night the store of
Although Anson was decidedly a
“stay-at-home," he made several ex H. H. Crie Ac Co., at The Brook was
tensive trips, and In company with his closed, the business being transferred
wife they attended the World's Pairs to its new location in Syndicate Block.
ln Chicago, and St. Louis on the lat Mr Crie was born near the same
ter trip passing the winter with rela Brook, had his business there, lived
tives ln Missouri and Texas. They near It. and his last days were spent
also spent four winters ln Florida for near the Brook on Grove street.
Mr Crie te survived by one son,
Mr. Crie's health.
Mr. Crie was treasurer of the Y M. Kelley B ; three grandsons. Hiram H.,
C. A. the first 12 years of its existence, Ernest K., and Donald G.; and one
having been instrumental in its or great-granddaughter Alice Mackay
ganization He also had a part in Crie.
The funeral services will be held at
equipping the gymnasium and mak
ing a tennis court on Maple street the First Baptist Church Thursday at
where the western wing of the Knox 2.30 p. m. Friends are asked to omit
Hospital Is located. He was librarian flowers.

SOUTH WEANS WHITFORD

Former Rockland Y. M. C. A. Secretary Falls For
Its Charms, and Lawn Bowling
It is a far cry—*7 years to be ex paper which circulated ln 30 coun
act—to the time when A. H. Whit- I tries and went to the 6000 offices
ford was general secretary of the which represented the world's work.
“Very few buildings have been
Rockland YMCA. The Association
has gone, unfortunately, and Mr lost." said Mr. Whitford, yesterday,
Whitford revisiting the scene of hte reviewing present day conditions in
early activities, learns that many the YMCA. "When the crash
tried and true friends have passed came we had $250,000,000 invested In
on, but here and there he meets an property. Up to two years ago there
acquaintance with whom It te a had been some drop in membership,
source of delight to chat about the but a recovery 1s now beng shown
old days. Incidentally it 1s seven and today there are a million young
years since Mr. Whitford last visited men affiliated with the Association.
We have come through this depres
Rockland.
When he retired as general secre sion thus far and are encouraged to
tary of the Buffalo YMCA, six carry on."
Mr. Whitford finds in his travels a
years ago he left the association with
10.000 members, property valued at lack of enthusiasm for the program
$2,000,000 and an annual budget of of the New Deal. Down ln the South
$600,000. The Association had 15 they are willing to forgive a man who
branches, and on the staff were *5 cares and dares, but they cannot
follow all of hte ventures. The South
persons.
81x years ago, the cares of office Is affected financially the same as
happily off his shoulders, Mr. Whit the North.
The tourist business ln the South
ford, accompanied by his wife, start
ed on a tour of the world. They were has seen a remarkable come-back.
gone exactly a year and two months. According to Mr. Whitford the four
Three years ago Mr. Whitford leading States in the handling of the
yielded to the lure of the South and tourist business are New York, Flori
became a Floridian. He bought a da, California and North Carolina.
residence ln Orlando, “The City
(Continued on Page Pour)
Beautiful," which has 32 lakes with
in, two miles of the postoffice, while
Orange County, of which It Is the YOUR FAVORITE POEM
shire town has 724 lakes. Orlando
If I had to live my life again I would
is a city of 30.000 inhabitants, and have made a rule to read eome poetry
and
llaten to eome music at leaat once
three years' stay there have con a week
The lose of these tastes la a lose
of
happlneaa.
—Charles Darwin.
vinced the former Rockland Y.M.C.A.
secretary that he has found an ideal
THE INNER VISION
home.
Most sweet It la with uplifted eyea
The affairs of a lifetime are not To pace the ground, tf path be there or
none.
easily cast aside, and so, in spite of While a fair region round the traveller
hte retirement, Mr. Whitford still Whichlies
he forbears again to look upon;
finds himself actively aflliated with
Pleased rather with some soft Ideal scene
YJ4.C.A. work as a member of the The work ot Fancy, or eome happy tone
Of meditation, slipping In between
Florida Y.M.C.A. State committee The beauty coming and the beauty gone.
and a director of the Orlando Asso —If Thought and Love desert us. from
that day
ciation.
Let us break off all commerce with the
He had been a member of the
Muse
Thought and Love companions of
executive committee of the National With our
way—
Council of the Y.M.CA. He had also j Whate'er the senses take or may refuse,—
The Minds Internal heaven shall shed

been editor and publisher of the
her dews
lay
Association Forum, a YMCA, trade * Of Inspiration on the humblest
W. Wordsworth.
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Whoso stoppeth his ears at the cry
of the poor, he also shall cry himself,
but shall not be heard.—Prov. 21:13.

CORN LOAN HELPED
But General Farm Program
Not a Success According

To Keene of Nebraska
C. A. Keene of Premont. Neb., a

splendid example of the prosperous
Mid-West farmer, told an interviewer

at The Courier-Gaette office yester
day that the Administration's pro

gram designed for agriculture's bene

fit still falls far short of furnishing
the benefits which the farmers feel
they have a right to expect. He did

not hesitate, however, to give due
credit to the corn loan of 45 cents a
bushel, which saved the day after the

market had gone blooey. Mr. Keene
had 30.000 bushels in seal, and was
able to move the crop ln a manner
which enabled prompt repayment of 1
the loan, and the realization ot a
good profit.
"The farmers were not satisfied
With the hog reduction program." said
the Nebraskan. “The Good Lord did I
a better Job along that line than the J
administration."
While Nebraska was not in the dust
storm zone it had an emphatic warn
ing of the disaster which overtook ,
some of the neighboring States, for '
the sun was often obscured by dust j
which came from a distance of €00
miles. And one day when rain de- I
scended through this strata it was al
most like a shower of mud.
When Mr. Keene left Nebraska
thermometers read 107 in the shade,
and last summer the temperature
ranged from 100 to 112 with no cool
ing rains by way ot benefit. Nebraska
heat, however, lacks the humidity
which makes some of the hot days
so uncomfortable here.
At the beginning of the summer |
the small grains crop never seemed
more promising in Nebraska, but
there was a fly in the ointment in the
form of black rust which has had a
tendency to halve the crop. Wheat I
has been climbing in price, and a good
market is expected for the harvest. 1
The corn crop is very promising, but
Was needing the assistance of rain
when Mr Keene came east
Mr. Keene's farm comprises 1705
acres, the bulk of it under cultivation,
being devoted principally to corn,
wheat and oats. It is operated mainly
by tenants.
Mr. Keene, who is accompanied by
his wife, and his cousin. Miss Helen
Marr of Fremont, is stopping at pres
ent at the Knox Hotel in Thomaston.
The party plans a month's stay in the
East, and one week will be devoted to
Vinalhaven.

Every-Other-Daf
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CAMDEN INCREASES LEAD
People You
Should Know Thomaston and St. George Are Now Tied For the
C. 8. Moss restores Copyright 1933
★ ★★★
Runner-Up Honors
ROLL or HONOR
The following names of persons
of the progressive, wlde-swake busi
i who had already hit a tingle and
This Week's Games
ness people appearing ln this list,
will be sent to the Library of Con
Tonight—Camden at Rockland.
I ‘r*P|* came along »'lth another single
gress at Washington. D C.. and
Wednesday—St. Oeorge at Camden i and not to be outdone Dailey slammed J
there remain for the next 42 years
from the date ot the last People
and Camden at St Oeorge.
°ut another as Lord raced home with
You Should Know” publication
Thursday-Rockland at Thomaston the winning run. It was one of those J
There It comprises a splendid rec
ord of recognised achievement ln
Friday-Camden at Rockport
finishes which makes baseball the nathe annals of this City of Friendly
Folks, known commonly as Rock
Saturday—St. Oeorge at Camden tlonal game and the crowd beat it for
land. Me New names will be added
weekly.
, . , .
supper, saying lots- of nice things
> ____ ce j,about the Maynard managed outfit '
R A. Oenthner
Spiro Adams
John I. Snow
Alvin French
Dailey, ln addition to turning In the i
R. 8 Rackilfl
C. E. Morse
With six straight games to its | winnlng hu mad<1 thrM flnf runnin(f,
A P Blaisdell
Ernest Davis
Addle E. snow
credit, and nary a defeat. Manager ca{CbPS
W. H. Glenden- Rose Davis
ning
Maynard's Camden team looks very J
C W. Maxey
Camden
Elmer tt'ltham
Mike ArmaU
' much as If It might be $250 richer at
Clinton Bowley
Willis snow
ah r bh tb po a
Kenneth Kuhn
C. W Simmons
the end of the season, Here is how Lord, ss ... .... 4 1112 5
B. L. Segal
Bert Wltham
Robert W Snow
Dr M. E Reuter
the thing stands now:
Thomas, c
Nathan Wltham
H. E Simmons
PC. Dade.
L
W
Leo S. Rrault
W. M Snow
f
R. Olendennlng
lames Pease
0
Camden ................ 6
1000 Mayhew, rf ..... 4
Ida Mae Ilnndls
Hamid I Karl
J. B. Robinson
5
Mildred Smith
Thomaston ........... 5
500 Bok. lb ............
1 15
Annie Smith
A. A. Stanley
4
500I Wadsworth, 3b
St.
Oeorge
--------4
Winona Briggs
2 3
Fred I Nye
1. A. Frost
Spelro Economy
7
125 Plained. 2b ......
Rockland ----------- 1
E A. Boone
R E. Thurston
Thomas Economy S. W
It Ba
Banks
I Leonard. If ........
Veaker Nanm
Dr J. F? Burgess
I "Blaisdell ____
Camden 4, Thcmaxton 2
John O. Snow
H W Look
A. W. Gregory
11 J. Newmar
Camden
won
its
sixth
successive
j Maynard. If
Pearl Studley
Rodney E »yler
Dr. B. Burgess
C M. Havener
■ Twilight League game Sunday, and; Bagley, p ....
Carl E Davis
E. I.. Hewett
I found Itself three full games ahead o! j
Cleo HaiE ns
O A Thurston
Carl Borgerson
Mrs. C. H. Me-rl- ‘ Thomaston the loser The game wa‘.
33 3 9 14 30 18 1
Owen Johnston
Held
' staged before a highly Interested!
E. Blacklnrtnn
Auburn
Harold Darts
R W Davis
Leon J. Whl’e
crowd of spectators at Styvie Field
ab r bh tb po a
Alden Johnston
Elmer Nelson
Parker Stimpsan
A S. Pleurd
The home team outbatted Camden, Daunis. lb
Fted Haskell
Mrs. j. p. etBrpbut four of the latter's hits came in Talcott. 2b
A. R. Hasrner
D Rubenstein
* V Kennedy
the hlnth inning to break a 1 to 1 tie LeClair, ss ..
Sarah Rubenstein F. C. Matouer
William UnderCapt. A. A. Bait
The Connecticut boys Roy and Bell, cf ___
Mabel Cross
Miranda appeared for the first time | Reidman. p
Frank D Lamb
Charles II Moor
R. E. Phllbrlck
E. H Phllbrick
this season in the Thomaston lineup, Poull. p ___
A. C Ramsdell
Ralph K Nutt
Ann Trecartin
A. F. Russell, Jr.
but the latter was obliged to doff the O'Hara. 3b ....
O. A. Lawrence
Freeman Young
mask at the beginning of the fifth Noel, c ........
0 11
Victor Ramsdell
Jessie Yeung
Basil Stinson
L Llnekin
1 0
• inning when a foul tip off Leonard's Larrabee, rf ..... 4
O. C Knight
icst Quinn
Madeline Law
0 0
Winfield Rams-, bat split one of his fingers. Rav who Parker. If .......... 3
rence
dell
i is a pitcher by trade played centerPat Lawrence
W. T. Dunean
Marie Laney
H E Lamb
34 2 5 9*29 18 1
1 field and it was his tong hit which
Harold Burgess
David Goldberg
E. Knight
* Blaisdell batted for Leonard in)
drove in Thomaston's first run.
Joseph Dondis
bert Russell
M Goldberg
the 7th.
John Carnage
E J Bernier
M Z. Mooradlan M Ristanio
Camden .... 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1—3
K. L Libby
Thos Anastasio
.000 0 0 2 0 0 0 0—2
I cyclone came Two of there were Auburn
John O. Stevens
Charlotte Belts
Emily Stevens
A B Allen
Three-base hits. Thomas. Dalles
made in the eighth. but a snappy
Vesper A. Leach
G L 81 Clair
E. L. Spear
E. G. Stoddard
double play by Condon. Moody and Daunis Bell Bases on balls off BagDeborah Barron
A. S Peterson
Sawyer spoiled the visitors' fine ley 1. off Reidman 2. off Poull 2.
Sumner Perry
WlNiam Sawsom
Charles H Berry
E. O Phllbrook
Struck out. by Bagley 2. by Reidman
hopes.
Ernest House
Ben Phllbrook
C. A. Sherman
Edw. O'B. Goal*
Thomaston made but one earned 8. by Poull 3. Sacrifice hits. Dailey.
Lonls Marcus
Maude Staples
Umpires. Fowler and
run off Bennett, the other being due Plaisted.
Sadie Marcus
A. L Babbtdge
F. L. Walker
W. H. GlendenQuinn
Scorer.
Winslow.
to
errors.
John H Me Loon
nlng. Jr.

U

t

Don't pay extra for top-cylinder oil
says... the Engineer /n Evew Gallon

NO IXTMA COST

If you like picnics,

you’ll have a great
time at this one.
...nn CMATtK ECONOMY

When it comes fall, we don't want
to be bothered wondering where to
hang a lot of summer suits.

BUY TyDOL gasoline

And when you come down here to

CONTAINS TOP-CYL/NbER OIL

day you'll see suits in your size . ..
•aits that you ran wear right oat

without giving a thought to cost

FOUR STAR WINNERS j

We're out to do a two month's busi

Just place those "two bright eyes" j

ness in August ... to sell out every

summer suit... and yon have until

October 1st to wear them.

or yours on the new names added this
' week to our Roll of Honor.

Now turn to the Four-Star "People
You Should Know" feature and enjoy
Look at these prices . .. then take
our spotlight folks today.
After
a peek at the garments.
reading secure the answers and let |
Santa Clails give “you'' some presents.
77 Light Summer Suits ' street, Walks out today With the two

That have been priced from $25.00
to $35.00.

now reduced to
$15.00 and $16.50
Net all sixes in any one lot. but all
sizes in the group

Straw Hats at Half Price
Men’s White Shoes
That were $5.00 and $6 50

now priced
$3.95 and $4.95

Miss Margaret O. Rogers. Spruce
street walks out today with the two
1 dollar merchandise award and Mrs
' Florence Knowlton. State street, re
ceiver the one dollar gift.
Tuesday's and last Thursday's
J Flashes Tell tJs—

Rodney E. Fevler, "The Scallop
King" will t>e able to store half a mll1 lion pounds of fish ln his fine modern
1 cold storage now nearing completion.
Carl Borgerson *s Community Sta’ tion grows ln popularity, because It ia
independently owned by a community
man. and has every modern conveni1 ence In equipment for the accommo! datlon of community folks

I

One of the game's star plays was
made by Leonard, whose long runV.nalharen 2 .Rorkpnrt 1
Mrs C H Merrifield, who grew up
THE "BEAVER ERA”
! ning catch of Felt's fly saved a run
with a conscience, will have rounded
(Exhibition)
Another long running catch
j
' out 20 vears on Oct. 10 In the tame
Vinalhaven nosed out Rockport. Big
Keren; Condition: Were Antedated
made by Lord, who caught Moody's |
Five leader. 2 to 1 ln a tight pitchers
416 MAIN ST- ROCKLAND, ME. location, repair utg and altering
By the Pilgrim Fathers
' fly ln foul territory. Walker and
’ clothing
battle at Vinalhaven Sunday. Coombs
Felt turned ln some excellent infield
John O Snow, progreaalve owner
Editor of The Courier-Oazette —
had the edge over Cram, Rockport's
plays To Plaisted fell the honor of
“*—
—
( 01 Dyer's Garage, will sell you a 1935
'
ace
allowing
but
five
hits
to
eight
by
Admonition ERA employes: Re- ,
teams
batting
Dodge automobile that will give you
) the Rocknort hurler. Cram was
cent conditions were not original, be.
Manager White has been fortunate 20 to 25 mite on one gallon of gas
Camden
tr wild, giving nine passes, but to secure this team on a Sunday and It
Mlchae) Ratalno wlwc#nduct,mt
ing antedated by the Pilgrim Fathers
ab r bh tb po a e was effective ln the pinches, the is expected that the biggest crowd tn
Lunch whcrp h
,Jty
Before the incorporation of Waldo Lord, ss ....
5 1 1 2 2 2 1 Chiefs having 12 men stranded on the years will see the game. Fans from
d Mgreh , ,9M
boro. history states a laborious day's Plaisted. 2b
5 0 3 3 5 0 1 bases. Coombs had little difficulty the mainland may see the game if
Nelgon pfflcfent
naturp
remuneration consisted of a few Dailey, cf .
4 0 1 10 0 0 in holding the visitors, their only run they so desire as the steamer leaves brjn(fs success tQ hu
handfuls of cereal.
Thomas, c .
5 0 1 18 10 coming as the result of a two-base Rock'and at 9 a.m . returning at 5.45 &
ghoo
carpful
An anecdote is told of Rev. Mr. Bagley, lb .
4 0 0 0 5 0 0 wild throw by Woodcock, followed by p. m. daylight time^ The island park workmanshlp on each Job ,lttle or
Orff of North Waldoboro who. in Wadsworth. 3b
2 10 0 12 1 Bohndell's double.
has been remodeled and now has a —
succeeding years, led in Joining ln Mayhew, rf
3 1 0 0 10 1
The Chiefs scored in the first on seating capacity of approximately
p Burgess, who Is as-^ted
the "bonds of wedlock." Parties fre Leonard. If
3 0 0 0 3 0 0 Hopkins' pass and steal of second, fol 500. It to expected that Middleton
hu
Bradford
M hM
1
2
3
ol
quently entered a life-time servitude, Bennett, p
4 I 1
lowed by White's single.
will start on the mound for the
.. .
.
1 written over 50.000 prescriptions for
their market made for the sole pur
Vinalhaven had numerous chances Chiefs.
STATE FIELD MEET
'
glasnes.
You'll
find
them
at
393
Main
pose of "everlasting glorv." Three
35 4 7 7 27 8 4 to score but Cram was too good in the
I street.
v
Thomaston
pinches, while his team-mates fielded
Naturalists and Scientists mulated a "century” of pennies and.
Pearl Studley and H. John New
ab r bh tb po a e brilliantly behind him.
man. loyal townsmen, established the
Will Gather At Knox Ar banking on prevailing custom, land Walker 2b
In the ninth Lyford drew a pass
.511 12 5 1
ed by twos at the parsonage . Mr.
, dependable Studley Furniture Com
4 0 1 13 10 and was thrown out at second as
M 6awyer. 8b
boretum Two Days
Orff, performing the primary cere
pany in 1927.
5 11 113 0 Hopkins failed in his attempt to sac
Pelt, sc
I Basil Stinson and his enjoyable
The 15th annual State field meet- ] mony. parsed the cost to the bride, Roy. cf ....
4 0 1 2 2 0 0 rifice. Hopkins then came through
! Vinalhaven A Rockland Steamboat
who ln turn passed it on to the suc
Ing of Knox Academy of Arts and Sci
.200 0 4 0 0 with a triple which struck just inside
Miranda, c
ceeding stipplicants, the sextet re
Co. can serve you and your guests
•TEAGUE-HEYER
FAMILIES
ences will be held at the Knox (State) turning home with their wealth in- 1 ®
2 0 1 12 0 0 the foul line in right. Swanson was
Bucklin
“ck,1,n' c
beat on Sunday—with a delightful sail
Arboretum near Thomaston. Aug. 14.
4 0 1 1 12 1 1 passed and stole second. White then
Moody, lb
tact.
The 17th annual reunion will be to and around the Islands in Penob
3 0 0 0 10 1 hit to third and Hopkins was thrown
or. if stormy, on the first pleasant
,
Orafton.
rf
History may repeat Itself and for
held Wednesday Aug. 14. at Maple scot Bay0
0
0
0
out
at
the
plate.
Guilford
then
drove
.10
0
Robbins,
rf
day.
mer habits become prevailing cus
Edward L. Hewitt operates the
Grange hall. North Waldoboro All
.301 2 0 0 0 the ball to deep center to win the
The forenoon will be devoted to toms Courage to those endeavoring j Morgan. If
members and friends of the descend bottling business started by his father
4 0 2 2 0 4 0 game, getting credit for only a single
looking over the grounds setting out to embark upon matrimonial seas in Condon, p
ants are urged to attend and most 100 years ago—this being the golden
as the winning run scored from third.
plants in the herb garden and a pic the present "beaver" era
welcome. Hot coffee, will be provided anniversary of his business
The
hit
ordinarily
would
have
been
11
27
14
3
37
2
9
nic lunch.
Addle E Jackson
but bring lunch and dishes. No post
Fred Haskell hustling "'Fresh From
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3—4 good for a triple.
Camden
Rita Creighton Smith is to deliver
ponement.
Edith M. Carroll. Sec.
R. 2 Box 93.
the Water" fish merchant, supplies
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
—
2
Thomaston
Chiefs
the address of welcome, and Albert
Waldoboro. July 31.
93-97
you with all the good fish the ocean
Two-base hits, Lord. Ray Morgan
ab r bh tb po a
Abrahamson, State Director of WPA.
grows.
Bare
on
balls,
off
Bennett
1.
off
Con

Hopkins, ss ...
has been invited to make the response.
LIGHT family
A. W Gregory, in tune with the
TENANT'S
HARBOR
don 4. Struck out. by Bennett 7,by Coombs, p ......
Prof. F. Hyland. University of Maine,
times, has been keeping Rockland
Condon
4.
Hit
by
pitcher.
M
Saw

Swanson, cf .
The sixth annual reunion of the men well dressed for 46 years.
will tell of the State survey of the
Eureka Lodge, F.A.M.. will hold a
Light family will be held at Light's
trees and shrubs of Maine, and Flor special communication Thursday yer. Double plays Condon. Moody, White, c ........
Edward O Bernier, artistic pho
Pavilloh. Washington 1 Route 2201 Aug. tographer, has been taking pictures
ence Agnes Nelson of Livermore will night to work the E. A. degree. Re and M Sawyer; Bennett. Thomas and Guilford. 2b
18. Everyone in any way connected 43 years.
speak on "The Charm of an Herb Gar freshments will be server after the Bagley. Umpires, Fowler and Flana Anderson, rf .
gan Scorer Winslow.
Middleton, lg
directly with the Lights is cordially
den." Miss Nelson suggests that mem
Ethel Blackington. builder of beauty
work.
• • • •
Coombs, p ......
urged to be present. Dinner of baked in women, gives as many as 200 per
bers and friends who have them to
Mrs. Ellen Wallace of Magee Island
Camden
3,
Auburn
2
Peterson, If ....
beans. Those not solicited bring pas manent waves herself in a busy sea
spare take sweet scented and wild
was weekend guest of her grand
(Exhibition)
Woodcock. 3b
try or sandwiches, also silverware and son.
herbs for planting in an Arboretum
daughter, Miss Marion Wallace.
Bagley held the Auburn players to Lyford, lb, rf .
cups for their respective families.
Herb Garden to be established on this
Harold W. Look tells us lobsters
five hits at Camden Saturday after
Willis
Wilson
of
Criehaven
visited
93-94
Lotta Jones, Sec.
occasion.
are one of the finest delicacies the
noon. but an extra inning was re
31 2 8 10 27 10
The program for the following day his family Saturday and Sunday.
country affords, because they contain
quired to settle a contest which was
Rockport
Capt.
Charles
Holbrook
made
a
CALDERWOOD FAMILY
certain mineral Ingredients necessary
Is:
entirely
to
the
liking
of
the
fans.
ab r bh tb po a
Meetings and Field Trips of Sec business trip to Rockland last week.
to good health, and when eaten in
A triple by Dailey and a single by- Miller. 3b .........
The 39th Calderwood reunion Will
.... 3 0 112 3
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Watts of Som
sufficient quantities, prevent goitre.
tions: Entomology. Dr. H. B. Pierson
Mayhew
produced
the
only
run
made
meet at the home Of Mr. and Mrs.
0 10
0
H. Graffam, lb
Harold Burgess operates the oldest
chairman, Augusta; John H. Lovell, erville, Mass., arrived Sunday to be
up to the sixth Inning, when Auburn M Graffam. 2b
William Whitney, Rockport, on Wed Garage, known as The Rockland Ga
0 4
secretary. Waldoboro. Botany. Jesse guests of Mrs. Alice Murphy for two
returned the compliment in reverse Turner, c .........
nesday, Aug. 21.
rage, and here since 1904.
Tolman, chairman. Rockland; Mrs. weeks.
order, Larrabee singling and Daunis Bohndell, rf .....
Constance E. MacPhail. Sec.
Charles Penney, secretary. Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. John Reid visited
93*95
tripling, the latter also scoring on E. Crockett, cf ..
Ornithology. Miss Frances Oarcelon. relatives Sunday at Long Cove.
Talcott's fly to Leonard Hits by Nash, cf ........... 1
UNION
chairman. Lewiston; Mrs. Lucius BarGltCHREST FAMILY
Bok and Wadsworth contributed to K. Crockett, If .. 3
rows. secretary, Augusta. Geology and
A party of hikers in a remote part
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert M. Bowes of
the tying run in the ninth.
Snow, ss ........... 3
Mineralogy. E. M. Bailey, chairman. of the Brecon Beacons came across
The Oilchrest family will hold their ths town announce the engagement
Auburn, first at bat in the tenth, Cram, p ..........
3
Andover; Paul Morgan, secretary, a shepherd tending his sheep, and fn was retired in order, and such seemed
annual reunion Aug. 15 (third Thurs of their daughter Muriel Bowes Hal
Thomaston.
the course of conversation the shep likely to be the fate of Camden, for
day) at Mr. and Mrs. Garfield O. lowell. to Everett W. Hoosiery of Bos
29 1 5 6"26 14 1
herd said: "How's the war going Maynard fanned and Bagley filed to
Dolliver's cottage, "Oak Lodge," ton. Mrs. Hallowell is manager of the
Chiefs ............ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1—2
GARDEN PARTY AND TF.A
Point Lookout Cdub, Isle au Haut.
on?"
_ third.
____
Lord, who had gone hitlers Rockport .... . 0 10000000 0—1 North Cushing. Please take dishes.
"Good gracious!" cried the hikers, throughout the game, but who had
E. W. Gilchrest, Sec.
She graduated from Thomaston High
'Two
out
when
winning
run
.
‘
cored.
A garden party and tea will be held
“that was over a long while ago."
bcen putting up a whale of an exhibi94-lt School, class of 1918. attended Bates
Two-base hit, Bohndell. Threeat the summer home of ex-Oov. and
College at Lewiston, and took a course
"Oh/' said the shepherd!; “who tion at short, brought the crowd on base hit, Hopkins. Sacrifice hit. H.
Mrs. William Tudor Gardiner. Wool
in dietetics at Simmons Colliege. Dur
tiptoe with a smashing single. Thomas. Graffam. Double play, Guilford and
won?"
SOUTH THOMASTON
wich, Aug. 16 at. 4-6 p m.. daylight
ing the past year she was hostess“We did."
Lyford.
Strikeouts,
by
Coombs
6,
by
saving time, for the benefit of the
rletltlan
at the Hopkins Grammar
Guests
during
the
past
two
weeks
"Well, what have they done with
Cram 7. Base on balls, off Coombs 2;
Woolwich Red Cross work. All are
8chool for Boys at New Haven, Conn.,
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
old
Kruger?"
by
Cram
9.
Left
on
bases.
Chiefs
12.
NOW 1 EAT
cordially invited to attend. A charge
"Why. that was the South African
Rockport 4
Umpires, Shields and Ripley were Dwight Leighton of Cape and formerly served as dietitian at
of 25 cents will be made.
Eliabeth; Bertha Ripley, Camden; the Mt. Ida School for Oirls at New
War. We've had another since then."
Johnson.
"Oh. who with this time?"
The Zulu Cannibal Giants will play Raymond Aja, Walter Ripley, Anta ton Centre, Mass. Mr. Hoosier, who
New as the morning dew—RYTEX
Upset Stomach Goes
in
Vinalhaven next Sunday. This to Manera and Catherine Bissett, Barre, is ln business in Boston, to a native
"With
the
Germans,
and
we
won
in Jiffy with Bell-any
POLKA PRINTED (STATIONERY,
a fast professional team which has Vt.; Dr. Albert Ranny and Dorothy of Oregon and attended a theological
with name and address, or monogram that also."
played In 18 minor and major league Ripley, Montpelier, Vt.; and Mr. and school. He served in the Navy during
“MV word!" said the old man. “I
—50 double sheets and 50 envelopes—
parks and thus far this season has MYs. John Dinean of Dorchester, the World War No date has been
$100 a box. See this smart stationery bet Queen Victoria's pleased." Lon
BtUANt
set for the wedding.
Hot water
been defeated but very few times Mass.
don Express,
*4it«R«Hf
at this office —adv.
FOR INDIGESTION

GREGORY'S

Family Reunions

Corti On Cob

BCLL-ANS

STATE OF MAINE
Proponed Constitutional Amendments and Referendum Question to be
Voted Upon September 9, 1935
Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down, removing or destroying an
official list of questions submitted to the electors, or a specimen ballot,
FIVE TO ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
LEWIS O. BARROWS, Secretary of State.

Those in favor of any, or all. of the following proposed questions will
place a eroas (X) in each, or any. of the squares marked "YES' devoted
Io the question, or questions, for ohirh they desire to vote; those opposed
will place a cross (Xi in the opposite square or squares marked "NO.

LIST OF QUESTIONS

YES
□

AMENDMENT NO. 1

NO
□

"Shall the ronatilotion hr amended aa proponed by a resolution of the
lextolature to provide for longer residence of 6 months instead of 3
months to qualify as a voter?”
By Chapter 81 of the Resolves of 1935. it Is proposed that Section 1 of
Article II of the Constitution, as amended by Articles XXIX and XLIV
of the Constitution, shall be further amended to read as follows:

•Sec. 1
Eveiy male citizen of the United States of the age of twentyone years and upwards, excepting paupers, persons under guardianship,
nnd Indian* not taxed, having his residence established In this state for the
term of
sis months next preceding any election, shall be an elector
for governor, senators and representatives. In the town or plantation
where his residence is so established, and he shall continue to be an elector
in such town or plantation for the period of three months after his re
moval therefrom, if he continues to reside in this state during said periodi
and the elections shall be by written ballot. Iiut persons in the military,
naval or marine service of the United States, or this state, shall not bo
considered as having obtulnud radi •stAbllahad roalduncu i»y being sta
tioned in any garrison, barrnck. or military place, in any town or planta
tion nor shah the residence of a student at any seminary of learning
entitle him to the right of suffrage n the town or plantation where such
seminary Is established No person however, shall he deemed to have
lost his residence by reason of his absence from the state in the military
■ervlce of the United States, or of this state?

NO

YES
□

AMENDMENT NO. 2

□

“Shall the coiutitutian be amended us proposed by a resolution of the
legislature providing for an increase in the amount of state bonds to
be touued for the purpose of matrhing federal aid money available for
the construction of state highways?"
By Chapter 96 of the Resolves of 1935. it is proposed that Section 17 of
Article IX of the Constitution, as amended by Article LII of the Constitu
tion. shall be further amended by striking out all of said section and
inserting in place thereof the following:
•See 17. The state, under proper enactment of the legislature, may Issue Its
bonds not exceeding In the sKgregste gja 000.000 in amount at snv one time, and
all bonds Issued after the year 1935 shall be payable aerially within 15 years from
date of Issue, at a rate of interest not exceeding
per pear, payable semi-annually
The proceeds of bonds hereafter Issued and outstanding under authority of thia
section to the extent of »5,000 OOO shall be devoted solely to the construction of the
system of state highways heretofore deslgna’ed or to such as may hereafter be
designated Said bonds when paid at maturity or otherwise retired, shall not be
reissued All bonds Issued under the authority of this section shall be in addition
to the bonds heretofore issued ln the amount of (3.000.000, the proceeds of which
were devoted to the building o< a combination highway and railroad bridge
across the Kennebec river between the city of Bath and the town of Wool
wich and In addition to the bonds heretofore Issued In the amount of 1900 000. the
proceeds of which were devoted to the building of a highway bridge across the
Penobscot river between the towns of Prospect Verona and Bucksport. Provided
further, that ln ease It becomes necessary In the Judgment of the governor and
council to match available federal funds for the construction of state highways,
the state may Issue Its bonds up to Jl.OOO.OOO per year, the proceeds thereof to be
available for the aforesaid purpose after July 1. 1936 '

YES

□

AMENDMENT NO. 3

NO
□

"Shall the ronstitution he amended as proposed by a resolution of the
Irgislaturr authorizing the Use of voting machines in elections?"
By Chapter 110 of the Resolves of 1935. it is proposed to further amend
Article II of the Constitution, by adding thereto the following section:
'See 5 Voting machines, or other mechanical devices for voting, may be used at

all elections under such regulations as may be prescribed by law; provided, however,
the right of secret voting shall be preserved '
«

YES

NO

□

AMENDMENT NO. 4

□

"Khali the ronstitution be amended as proposed by a resolution of Lhe
legislature to provide for a bond issue for furnishing and paying any
additional funds naccas try for maintenance, interest and the retlremrnt of bonds issued by the Deer Isle-Sedgwick Bridge District?"
By Chapter 133 of the Resolves of 1935. it to proposed to amend Article
IX of the Constitution, by adding thereto the following section:
'Sec 21 The state under authority of proper enactment of the legislature may
Issue Its bonds not to exceed the amount of JSOO.OOO, payable within 30 years, at a
rate of Interest not exceeding 5" per annum, payable semi-annual'p. the proceeds
to be disbursed for maintenance of a bridge between the towns of Deer Isle and
Sedgwick, and for Interest charges on. and retirement of bonds Issued by the Deer
Isle-Sedgwlck Bridge District; said bonds to be Issued only at such times and ln
such amounts as may be required to furnish funds additional to the receipts of tha
Deer Isle-Sedgwlck bridge for maintenance. Interest and the retirement of bonds
Issued by the Deer Isle-Sedgwlck Bridge District.'

YES
□

NO

REFERENDUM QUESTION

□

"Shall Lhe ael creating the Deer Isle-Sedgwick Bridge District be
accepted?”
This Act to Chapter 88. of the Private and Special Laws of 1935, as
enacted by the Eighty-seventh Legislature; and said Legislature, acting
under the provisions of Article XXXI., Section 19 of the Constitution of
Maine, enacted said measure expressly conditioned upon the people's ratifi
cation by a referendum vote.
Those in favor of this Art becoming a law will place a cross (X) in the
square opposite the word “YES." Those opposed to this Act becoming a
law will place a cross (XI in the square opposite the word “NO."
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Aug. 6—Camdcu—Opera House, Cor
nelia Otla Skinny.
Aug 8- West Rockport -Judge Pattancall addreaaea Knox County Woman a
Republican Club.
Aug 7—Camden—St. Thomas' pariah
annual bazaar on rectory lawn.
Aug 1-10 Rockport—Carnival-Regatta.
Aug 9 — South Thomaston — Enter
tainment. benefit Weaaaweokeag Orange
furnace fund
Aug.
12-lS-Flfth annual
poultry
achool at Univeraity of Maine
Aug 12-17 — Camden — Exhibition of
antlquea at Opera Houae.
Aug. 14—Owl’s Head Church fair and
supper
Aug 14 — Thomaston — 8t. John’s
Church summer fair
Aug 14—Annual State field meeting
of the Knox (State) Academy of Arts and
Sciences at Knox Arboretum
Aug. IS—Warren—Annual mid-summer
concert at Baptlat Church
Aug IS—Three-Quarter Century Club
meets in Farmington.
Aug 16—Annual concert for benefit
of Vinalhaven Band at Memorial hall
Aug
17—Olenoove—Llmerock Valley
Pomona meeta with Penobscot View
Orange.
Aug. 17 -Boothbay Harbor — Annual
outing of Lincoln County U. of M Alum
ni Association.
Aug. It—Searsmont—Old Home Sun
day and 90th anniversary observances at
Community Church
Aug
21— Martinsville—Ladles Circle
summer fair at Orange hall.
Aug 21-22 — Thomaston — American
Legion Pair on the Mall
Aug 30—Annual ball of Rockland Fire
Department at Ocean View Ball Room.
Sept 2—Labor Day
Sept 9—Special State election on Ref
erendum questions
Sept 10—City schools open.
Sept 25-27—state WC.T.U. convention
In Oardlner.
COMING REUNIONS
Aug. 14— Hall family at Penobscot View
Orange hall. Olencove.
Aug 14—Teague-Heyer families at
Maple Orange hall. North Waldoboro
Aug IS—The Oilchrest family at Mr
and Mrs IDarfleld Dolliver's cottage.
Oak Lodge. In North Cushing
Aug. lg—Light reunion at Lights
Pavilion. Washington.
Aug 21- Calderwood family at Wil
liam Whitney’s. Rockport
Aug 21—Calderwood family at the
home of William Whitney. Rockport
Aug. 21—Simmons family at the home
of Mr and Mrs. James MacLaughlln.
Old County road. Rockland
Aug 22—Hoffses reunion at Jolges
Property. Thomaston
Aug 31-Sept 1—Annual convention of
Maine Elks' Association at The Samoa, t

Aurora Lodge will meet Wednesday
night.
Winslow-Holbrook Post has an Im
portant meeting Thursday night.

Limerock Valley Pomona meets
with Penobscot View Grange Aug. 17
—an all day session.

Rockland Lodge, FA M., meets to
night. with work on the Entered Ap
prentice degree. Cool refreshments
will be served.

The Drum Corps has an important
meeting tonight. Preparations will be
made for the concert to be given at
the Rockport Carnival Friday night.
"Pierpole of Historic Strong" will
be the subject of the D.A.R. broad
cast from WLBZ Aug. 7, at 2 p. m. by
Mrs. Earl Wing of Col. Asa Whitcomb
Chapter.

The picture "Mad Love" playing at
the Park Wednesday-Thursday, is Not
suitable for children and the manage
ment suggests that the parents do not
send their children to the Park on
these two days.
The Zula Cannibal Oiants. writh a
long record of victories to their credit,
play in Vinalhaven Sunday. A trip
by the island boat makes it possible
for those on the mainland to witness
this attraction.
Timely arrival of the Coast Guard
cutter Klckapoo Sunday saved the
Philadelphia barge Ontelaunec from
destruction by fire. The motorboat
in Its cradle on the starboard side
burst into flames, which spread to the
barge. Two streams were turned on
by the Kickapoo crew and the barge
was not seriously damaged. The
motorboat was ruined. A loss of a
few hundred dollars resulted. The
barge is owned by the Dilkes Towing
Company of Philadelphia and was
bound for Bar Harbor with coal.

*

Time to stock up on printed sta
tionery! RYTEX GREYTONE. with
your name and address, or monogTam
$1.00 a box during the month of Au
gust only. Sec samples at this office,
—adv.

South Thomaston reunion supper
and entertainment will take place
Friday. Aug. 9 by Wessaweskcag
Grange Furnace Fund Entertainers.
A special invitation is extended the
summer colony. Supper from 5.30 to
7, followed by continual performance
till midnight. Entertainment in
cludes artists from Massachusetts,
Rockland. Crescent Beach, Pleasant
Beach and the home folks. Look for
front page advertisement in The Cou
rier-Gazette next Thursday.—adv. •
Rent a book from our new circu
lating library. Hundreds of the latest
titles to choose from. Huston-Tuttje
Book Co., Inc.
88-T-Th92

t
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OF KNOX COUNTY
And All Persons Interested in Constitutional Government
TO ATTEND A MEETING

TUESDAY, AUGUST 6
2.30 Daylight Time
AT THE HOME OF

Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton,
West Rockport
If Stormy-Meeting Will Be At The Court House
The Principal Speaker Will Be

JUDGE WILLIAM R. PATTANGALL
MISS NETTIE BURLEIGH of Vassalboro, and MRS. ELLIS SPEAR of Boston
Will Also Address the Group

A CORDIAL INVITATION IS EXTENDED TO ALL INTERESTED

William E. Tarbox, assistant man

A correspondent writes: Each week'
during the summer months brings its j
own variety of lovely blossoms. Rock-1
land has developed many excellent
gardeners since the germ was planted
deeper tn the hearts of New England
home makers by their Interest ln Gar
den Clubs. A ride—or better a walk
—about our city will disclose excel
lent specimens of the highest type
and beauty. For example, Mr. and
Mrs Arthur F. Lamb ot 22 Pleasant
street have a garden of rare charm
and worthy of high praise for the
I architecture symmetry and color bal' aactng Also outside the city limits
may be found many fine gardens in a
riotous glory of color What better
I advertising of out city and Its ati tractlvenasa to the passing throngs

ln Municipal Court yesterday Knute
Carlson of Rockport was fined $25 and
costs on a drunkenness charge The
rase was the outcome of what proved
to be a comic opera murder case al
Rockville shortly after midnight Sat
urday. Rumor had it that a woman
had been slain. An Imposing array
of officers assembled at Carlson's
home, and when he failed to come
forth In response to authoritative de- j
tnands a charge of tear gas was In
jected into the house. Carlson came
out pronto, but the woman alive or
dead could not be located. The case
took on a gruesome aspect, and the
arrival of Coast Guardsmen certainly
did not have a tendency to quell the
excitement. As the Kickapoo draws
too much water to navigate the Rock
ville marshes that craft was not sum
moned Eventually there hbve onto
the scene the supposed murdered
woman and what she said was quite
beyond the pale of any self-respecting
corpse. What she thought about the
officers breaking up a pink tea with
tear gas would probably not bear
repetition. The ambulance came
mournfully back to Rockland without
any customer.

BUY WHERE YOU SAVE

High Grade Food Products
NEWBERRY’S

LOW PRICED FOOD DEPARTMENT
SPECIAL FOR WEEK OF AUG. 5-10

TOMATOES, red ripe, 3 No. 2 cans 25c
BEETS, fancy cut,
2 No. 2’2 cans 19c
PEACHES, all good,
Ige can 16c
DERRY BRAND

CORNED BEEF, No. 1 can 15c; 2 for 29c

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service
AND

Funeral Parlors
Established 1840

Licensed Embalmers sad

John O. Stevens.
Alden Ulmer
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews

DERBY BRAND

Day or Night Telephone
450

POTTED MEAT, delicious, 3 cans 10c

Representatives In all large elUes
in the United States and Canada

DERBY BRAND

DRIED BEEF wafer sliced, 2‘I oz jar 29c

SODA CRACKERS SALTED 1 lb pkg 10c
FRUIT
2 pound jar 29c
PRESERVES PURE
ALL FLAVORS

AMBULANCE
Service Is Instantly available.
Experienced attendants on duty.

Day and Night Telephone
450
361 MALI ST,

BOCKLAND, ME.
M-tf

NOW OPEN
FOR BUSINESS

I of motorists that whirl past dally?

An air-cooling system for the wine
Alfred Greenlaw has employment
bins is being installed at the State in Beaton.
Liquor Store, and all of the classy
beverages Insisted upon by the pa
John Kellenberger. who has been a
trons have been placed in stock. There patient at Knox Hospital is convales
is no longer necessity for the summer cing at the home of Mrs. Charles
folk to order from Boston. Manager Atherton. 33 Cedar street, and will be
Wight is going to see that the local happy to receive friends there
store maintains a reputation of be
Russell Bartlett has leased the
The expression 40 and 8. which came, ing one of the best in the 8tate.
out of France during the World War. I
apartments on Limerock street for
Under the bill passed July 31 Capt. merly occupied by his father, the late
applied with full force to the truckGeorge Blaney of 96 Llmerock street Dr F O Bartlett, to Miss Nellie
load of pretty girl campers who rode
was automatically promoted to the Cunningham, who has taken posresthrough Main street Saturday night rank of major, and received notifica 1 slon.
to Strand Theatre. They don't pack tion to that effect from Washington.
em any closer down at the new sar Major Blaney has an exceptionally
A Congregational church picnic will
dine factory.
fine record In the U. S Army service, be held Friday afternoon at the sum
.—.> and the added rank serves as a be mer home of Commander and Mrs. MRS. CHARLES R. RICHARDSON
p
coming recognition. He is instruction C. F. 8now. Treasure Point Farm.
'WOMEN’S Ktn BLICAN (LvB,
Frances iBarlow) widow of Charles
ofBcer for the Second Battalion of Tenant's Harbor. All members of the
I
church and parish are invited. Take R Richardson, died Saturday night
the 240th C. A. Regiment.
I
The Knox County Women's
basket lunch and the children. If at lhe Merriam cottage. Owl's Head,
Republican Club will hare its I
Miss Eliza Steele. Red Cross nurse, weather is unfavorable, the outing where she had been spending the past
meeting today rrgardless of the I leaves Wednesday for a month's vaca | will be held the next day
fortnight with her son. Arthur B
weather. Should the sun come I tion. during which time her work will
Richardson of Ealing. England The
I
out the event will take place on I be carried on by Mtss Dorothy Cun
The outstanding event of the week I deceased had been tn ill health for two
Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton's lawn j ningham. formerly of the staff of the is the appearance of Cornelia Otis
| years, and the decline had been rapid
in West Rockport, but should it | American Red Cross Public Health Skinner at the Camden Opera House
, since the sudden death of her husbe raining the rally will be at . Nursing service in Lewiston. Miss tonight at 8.30 One ot the most not' band March 30 Had both lived until
!
ed
impersonators
before
the
public
the Court House. Hon. W. It. . Cunningham leaves in September to
1 next June they would have been able
Pattangall speaker.
take further work in Public Health today, she will present a program of I to celebrate their golden wedding an
— -v Nursing at Simmons College. While character sketches, many of which niversary.
she is in Rockland Miss Cunningham are new. It is a rare event to have
Mrs. Richardson's entire life had
There is considerable local anxiety i will be at the home of Mrs. Archie an artist of Miss Skinner's calibre in
been spent in Rockland, and 48 years
concerning Dr. Alexander Forbes and Brown. Park street, telephone 735-W ' this section, and indications point to
of it as a resident of Park street. She
a packed house.
Charles J. Hubbard, the Boston sci
was bom Feb 15, 1862. daughter of
entists who left the Boynton Airport ; Seven full reels of keenly interest
Oeorge and Ellen (Kelleyi Barlow.
Sidney Benner of West Meadow
Home life claimed her principal at
Sunday morning for the continuation ing movies will be shown Friday night
at 8.30 at Temple hall under auspices suffered the loss by fire of the greater tention and seldom is greater affection
of their flight to Labrador Their
of Sea View Garage. These pictures portion of his wood lot on the back given than that which she showered
plane was equipped with a new en
have attained remarkable popularity side of Dodges Mountain together upon her late husband and the two
gine. and stop had been made here
wherever presented. Admission will with 15 to 20 cords of wood Sunday. sons, Arthur B. and Austin R. Rich
for the purpose of shifting spark plugs.
be by ticket, no admission being Appearances indicate that the fire ardson. Neighbors knew of her many
No word has been received here since
charged. Tickets may be obtained on originated in the camp nearbv used kind acts, and fhe Universallst Church
the men took off.
request from members of the staff of for woodchoppera—the camp evident
is conscious of having lost one of Its
Sea View Garage. A limited num ly having been occupied by stragglers
most devoted workers.
Under recent ruling, dealers licensed ber are being mailed. There will be : Before the fire was discovered it had
Mrs. Richardson is also survived by
by the Commissioner of Sea and Shore music and $50 in free prizes will be gained such headway that the efforts
four grandchildren, Albert, Frederick,
of
Mr
Benner
his
son
and
neighbors
Fisheries must put on each package given out.
proved unavailing. Chief A. R. Hav Charles, and Margaret Richardson;
of lobster meat the name of licensee
ener
sent a truckload of men. The and a niece, Mrs. William Weed of
and the number of the license, the
"Never saw such a sight in my life!’’
place of business, the date the meat exclaimed J N. Southard this morn loss means $200 or better to Mr. Rockland.
The funeral services will be held at
was taken from the shell and the num ing when he returned from Marble Benner in fire wood and lumber.
the residence, 81 Park street, at 2
ber of net pounds in the package. head. Mass, where he was invited to
One of the banner events in the o'clock this afternoon. Rev. John
Maine now makes it illegal to handle attend the opening of Marblehead's
any lobster less than 3 1-16 Inches or race week The fleet contained 326 history of the Deoartment of Maine Smith Lowe officiating. The burial
more than 5 inches in length alive or boats and is said to have made a new Spanish War Veterans Auxiliary, was will be In Achorn cemetery.
dead, cooked or uncooked, measuring world record. Mr. Southard who Is the outing Sundav at the cottage of
from the rear of the eye-socket along commodore of the Rockland Yacht Mrs. Hattie Davies at Ash Point,
WARREN
a line parallel with the body shell to Club, and accustomed to being thrilled bringing together seventy-five per
when he sees a dozen yachts in our sons from Auburn, Portland. Au
the rear end of the body shell.
Edward Teague of Windsor. Vt.. was
own harbor, says there were so many gusta. Lewiston. Bangor, Biddeford. overnight guest Thursday of his
Philco radios are built for endur craft at Marblehead you could al Saco. Togus Camden, Rockland and brother Oeorge Teague He went
ance. See them at House-Sherman. most walk fTom one to the other. He New York. Missouri and Massachu Friday to Watervillo where he Joined
Inc. Sole Rockland dealers. Also visited his mother and sister in setts. Entertainment features were Mrs. Teague at the home of her sister
bathing, baseball and football, to say
see the Marathon Dancers —adv. 94-96 Winthrop.
with whom she spent a few days.
nothing of the picnic dinner. The
The northern wall of the Masonic
steamed clams supervised bv Com
block is being concreted, Everett
mander M. 8 Dick, Horace Vose and
Cunningham. John Davis and WilH W Thorndike, scored a hit. Guests
j liam Stamford doing the work.
werc received by Mr and Mrs. John S
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Starrett.
Ranlett who headed the general com
daughter Gloria and Mrs. Diener of
mittee. and inside the cottage Mrs.
—ON—
Davies. Mrs. TYiorDdlke and Mrs Flushing. N. Y, are visiting with Mr.
1 and Mrs. Ansel Hilt and other rela
Jessie Wall acted as hostesses Sev
eral department and past department tives.
Mr. and Mrs Roy Spear, son Ivan
officers were in the gathering. A
j and daughter Joan of Cape Eliabeth
special vote of thanks was extended to
j have been guests a few days of Mr.
Mrs. Davies for her wonderful hos
' and Mrs. J. S. MacDonald. Mr. and
pitality.
Mrs. Spear and daughter returned
' home Monday and Ivan ies guest of
ager of Hotel McAlpin. who is spend
ing his vacation tn Thomaston, will
tie the Lions Club guest speaker to
morrow. and will have lots of Inter
esting things to say about the big
burg

Rage Three

Mr. and Mrs. J. Herbert Gould at
Camden.
MARRIED
SNOWMAN-SHUTE—At Rockland. July
12. by Rev J C MacDonald. Harold
Snowman and Miss Jessie Shute, both
of Rockland
STROUT - MscKINNON — At Rockland.
Aug. 3. by Rev Corwin H Olds. Stxiart
Archer Strout and Alice V MacKin
non. both ot Rockland.

DIED
fRIE- At Rockland. Aug 5. Rufus Anaon Crle. aged 81 years. I month. 21
daya. Funeral Thursday at 2 30 o'clock
from First Baptist Church. Please
omit flowers.
RICHARDSON—At Owl's Head. Aug 4,
Frances, widow of Charles R. Richard
son. aged 73 years. 5 months. 19 days
Funeral Tuesday at 2 o'clock from late
residence. 81 Park street.
SKAY—At Union. Aug 1. Harvey S Skay.
aged 66 years. 7 months, 29 days
UI.MBR-At Rockland. Aug. 4. Frank
M. Ulmer, aged 74 years 3 months. 29
days Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock
from late residence. IS Ourdy street.
Please omit flowers
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank neighbors
friends of the late Jessie Dolham for
many kindnesses shown her during
long Illness also appreciation of

and
the
her
the

beaUMful floral tributes
>
•
Tie relatives.

A CLEANSING AND PRESSING SERVICE
“CASH AND CARRY”
American Legion Building,
14 Limerock St., Rockland
LARGE SCALE PRODUCTION BY THE BIGGEST CLEANING ORGANI
ZATION IN THE STATE MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO GIVE YOU
THESE REMARKABLE BARGAINS

OPENING SPECIAL FOR ONE WEEK ONLY

39c

sssfe

Cash and Carry, Reg 69c
‘ALL OTHER GARMENTS AT EQUALLY LOW PRICES’

STORES IN THE PRINCIPAL CITIES IN MAINE

UNION
Ms. Evelyn Brver and son who have
been at Boothbav Harbor arrived
Sunday for a week's visit with Mr
and Mds Edward* Mathews.
Mr. and Mrs Wilbur Walcott of
Long Island. N. Y arrived Sunday to
fpend two weeks at the home of Mrs.
Emma Alden.
Barbara Jean, daughter and Mr
and Mr*. John Creighton are guest*
ol Mrs. Hattie Black, alermo.
Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton re
turned Friday from Northfield. Mvs
T7»eir son Philip is much improved in
health.
House guests of Mr and Mrs. F E
Burkett over the weekend were Mr
and Mr*. Franz Burkett and daugh-1
ter Ann of Portland and Dr. Calvin
Oram of South Portland
Elston McFarland returned Thurs
day from Knox Hospital and Colby
Messer returned Saturday Both boy*
are making recovery from serious in- |
Juries received in a recent accident.
Seven Tree Orange will hold its
annual picnic Sunday at Harvey
Post's grove.
Mr and Mrs Philip Morine are re
ceiving congratulations on the birth
of a daughter.
Dexter Winslow and family who
have been spending a vacation at the

Burns place, have returned to Wal
tham. Ma:*.
Dr. and Mrs . Perley Russell of
Hagerstown. Md. were calling on
friends ln town Saturday.
Mrs. Roy Clarke accompanied by
Mrs Evelyn Robertson motored Fri
day to Lake Maranacook.
Dr. and Mrs. Milton Stephenson ac
companied by Miss Mabel Brannon
and Miss Catherine Brinkcnsop of

West Virginia spent Saturday and
Sunday in touring the White MounMix- Helen Grinnell was weekend
guest of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Orlnnell
Carleton Mansfield of Portland
visited Saturday and Sunday with bis
parents. Mr and Mrs Fred Bessey.
Roy Clarke motored Sunday to
Eastport.

Senter Crane Company
Sale of

Stamped Goods

STANDARD WEIGHTS
1 Bushel—Pounds
Apple* ....____ .....

Apples, dried __
Barley ..................
Keans .....

Beans, Lima ....—...........................
Beans, shell .....................................
Beans, Soy . ......................... ..

Beans,
pole
Beans,
Reans,

scarlet or whits runner.
..................................................
string ................ ............. .
Windsor (broad) ..............

Boots ...... ........... .............. ..........
Beets, mangel-wurzel ...-------- .....
Beets, sugar ....................... .
Beets, turnip........... ........................
Beet Greens ........................—.......
Blackberries ...............—............
BI uebarrtes ................................___
Bran and shorts . .... .. ............ ........
Buckwheat . .................................. ..
Carrot* ...........
Corn, cracked ...........................
Corn, Indian .............................

Cranberries . ..... . ............................
Currants .......................
Dandelions ......................................
Feed ........................... .*•..............

SERVE YOUR NEXT LUNCHEON ON THIS

Flaxseed ....... ................——.....

Hair ________________________
Kale ______ ___ _ ______________
Lime ..... X................................ ......
Meal (except oatmeal) . ...............
Meal, corn .................................
Meal, rye .........
Millet, Japanese .............................
Oats
Onions ................................... .
Parsley ......................... .................
Parsnips ..........................................
Peaches, dried ...............................
Peanuts, green . .................. ..........
Peanuts, roasted ..... .......................
Pears . .......... . ............................... .
Peas, smooth .................................
Peas, unshelled, green ................ .
Peas, wrinkled ...... ............ ...........
Potatoes ....... ..................................
Potatoes, sweet ..................... .........
Quinces ........ .......... ............______
Raspberries
—..........
Rice, rough.......... . ....... .
Rye
Salt, coarse ............ . ....... . .............
Salt, Turk's Island ............ ......... ....
Salt, fine ........................................
Salt, Liverpool .... . .......................
Seed, alfalfa.......... . ...................... .
Seed, clover ......................... ...........
Seed, hemp ........................... ...........
Seed, herdsgrass................ ............
Seed, Timothy ...............................
Seed, Hungarian grass . ...............
Seed, mtilet
—........

HAND CROCHETED SET
Your guests will comment on your Table Setting when you
serve on this dainty "Florentine Lace" Set The pattern is
distinctly new and has a lovely "old world" lacey look.
You'll find it easy to make—and the low cost will surprise
you! Busilla Crochet Cotton and directions to complete
only—
45
3$ j
22 I
20
58 |
60
28 I
66 I
60
51
48 '
40
44
66 |
70 I
70 I
60 1
60
eo:
60 i
44
45
4S
48
60 1

89c
Sec these other smart
Stamped Pieces:
Pillow, Wool Embroidered..............................
Three-Piece Couch Set, Crochet... . .............
Knitting Bag to crochet......... . ......................
54x72 Italian Cut Work Covers.............. ......
54x54 Italian Cut Work Covers......................
15 ln. Napkins to match.............. . .......... ......
Five-Piece Luncheon Set .............. . .......... ....
Thrcc-Piecc Buffet Set ...................................
18x45 Scarf........... ....................... ............. ........
Three-Piece Chair Set......................... -..........
Oyster Linen Scarf to embroider .................
Three-Piece Buffet Sets with finished edge

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

Page Fdul’wT!

Babies “Too Good”
May Be Retarded

Ev«y-OtKw-D<y'
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WARREN

SOUTH WEANS WHITFORD

UNUSUAL FACTS REVEALED

The Women's Mission Circle will
meet Wednesday afternoon with Mrs
is spreading rapidly throughout the
(Continued from Page One)
Grace Wyllie, with a picnic supper at
5
7
5
b
4
1
Mothers Should Watch Malcountry. Orlando has a club-house
6 o'clock. Mid-week Baptist service
Nutrition, Weakness, Fever
id
will also be held at the Wyllie home Maine might well rank fifth. With costing 120.000 and last year won the
1
IO II
13
9
and Convulsions
the
tourist
business
as
a
barometer.
North
Florida
championship.
Mr.
that evening.
it
i4
l$
17
The mid-summer fair of the Con Florida last year was as prosperous Whitford is a member of the board !
By Dr. E. A. Farrington
of
skips
in
which
capacity
he
goes
Director, Bancroft School;
gregational Ladles' Circle will be as ln the boom days. Enterprising
1
1 ,6
w 19
20
Secretary, Special School
, held Thursday at 2 30 at the church. Orlando is spending half a million about the Stale. He ‘also went to
Aieociation
The supper at 6 will be served by dollars to set up an exposition known Buffalo representing lawn bowling
2i
n 25
25 2b 27
24
international
In my last article we discussed Mrs. Carrie Smith, Mrs. Adelaide as "Florida on Parade" which will be
A former Knox County boy. Fred
N
some early signs of “backward Norwood, Mrs. Ella Cunningham.
1 ts
29
31
ness” in children. Here are some Mrs. Ruth Phllbrook, Mrs. Jessie ln readiness for the winters of 1936 Starrett. was assistant director with
COLUMBIA STAR, MXKli
1
Mr Whitford ln Cambridge. Mass
others.
ASA SODA JERKER.
'Walker, Mrs. Evelyn Vining, Miss M. and 1931.
Recalling his early days ln Rock and later Mr Whitford placed him
Any serious or
YIHIlESTlIDYING ART. HE SPENT EVERY
Grace Walker and Miss Rosa Spear.
long-continued mal
FREE MINUTE MAKING SKETCHES OF
land Mr. Whitford cites the tact that ln charge of the Association's hotel'
M
35
nutrition should be The evening's entertainment at 8 he played baseball on the Rockland in Buffalo. Today he is general sec
HIS PATRONS, ON PAPER NAPKINS.
W
carefully studied. o'clock will be under the direction of
$7 3ft
59
J.
Severe infectious Mrs. Alzada Simmons. Mrs. Mary- local team, and that one of the other retary of the Portland (Oregon)
disease is dangerous. Berry, Mrs. Flora McKellar, Mrs. players was the late Chummy Oray Association.
m4
Mi
0 4l
And what do you suppose his hobby
Fever, and especial- Abbie Newbert, Miss Frances Spoor
Conditions throughout the country
. ly convulsions, are
is today?
lead Mr. Whitford to believe that
J
1
i 47
48
always suggestive, and Mrs. Florence Gardiner. On the
45 4b
Lawn bowling.
prohibition will one day make its re
***’
an(j possiible after- program are excellent numbers in
Yes. sir, Mr Whitford Is an turn "Perhaps not ln my time," he
t. r«n»aiua ejjectJ should be cluding a violin solo by Miss Beatrice
54
5253
MS 50 51
MUJEIEWMD
looked for. It is a mistake to pass Haskell, her accompanist. Eugene earnest disciple ot the sport which said, "but maybe in IS years."
A HEAD START
them over as of no importance on Helmer of Camden and Philadelphia,
1
5ft
with her TAN RXKOW
5b
55
the ground that they are due to
ING SHE HAS SEVEN ,
reader and Mrs Pauline Pelllcane,
who
is
the
regular
accompanist
of
CAMDEN
, BROTHERS AND SISTERS1
teething or indigestion. They may
the accompanist. Oowns from 1805,
bo
59
indicate serious brain involvement. the Curtis Institute; reading by Miss
in
perfect
preservation,
to
the
prev

Mr and Mrs Oeorge Schwartz and
Especially important is any sign Marguerite Haskell, Mr. Helmer to
that the child is losing ground af accompany;
vocal numbers by ent date were shown on models. Mias son Oeorge of Rbckville. Conn., and
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL (Cont.)
ter an illness or bas stopped or Chester Wyllie and John Robinson; Winona Robinson. Mrs Evelyn Rob Mi-s Emma 8hlpmann of Manchester
RAISES POULTRY AND FEEDS HIS ZOO
1-Klnd of architecture 46- ln a greater degree 18-Tlme period (abbr.)
slowed down in development.
inson. Mrs. Alzada Simmons Miss Conn, have been retent guests of •
CHICKENS,
DOCKS,
TURKEYS
AND
6EESE
47- A Hebrew month
20-Plan
6-Tone
Miss Marybelle Marshall who Is sum
Watch For Weakness
DERT MORNING WORE HE SETS OUT NX THE STUM).' —
Barbara Richards Mias Marjorie Mrs Sophie Delaney.
9-Anger
22- Egyptlan god
49-Large caek
An infant who loses the ability mering at Owl's Head will play piano Spear; Mrs. Ruth Robinson of South
52- Beglnner'e book
23- Reverberated
10-Plural suffix
Mr and Mrs Tneodore Hay and
to hold up his head, to sit erect at solos; vocal solos, Oilbert Lalt of
12- A thoroughfare
26- Hard part of teeth
53- Hlgh playing card
Manchester. Conn , and Warren; Mrj son Richard of Portsmouth. N H, are
Acres,
ln
honor
of
Mrs.
flora
27- Ever
the usual time, or who develops a Camden, son of Robert Lalt, a former
VINALHAVEN
(abbr.)
55-Before
Christine
Barker.
Mrs
Lllllas
Lindsey
Athearns
of
Gloucester.
Mass.,
and
Mr and Mrs Benjamin Rlnes ot '
occupying a camp at Hobbs Pond
13- Look
58-And (Lat.)
29-Greek goddess of
stiff neck, ought to be carefully pastor of the local Congregational
of Thomaston; Mrs Mary McOraw of
57- Mueleal note
discord
14- Preelous atone
examined. Indications of localized
Providence are guests of Mrs Ma- 1 Miss Sara G. Smith of Fruitland
Church, A choice bit will be a one- Rosllndale. Mass, and Warren; Miss during August
15- Sewlng Implement 58- Turfclah governor
31-Greek latter
weakness or stiffness of musclePark. Fla. Guests were Mrs. Faus
rletta Winslow.
Mrs
Clarence
Harmon
of
WoodI
17- Gresk letter
34- lmmen»e
59- Angle In a fort
groups, as of the hand, am- or leg, act play, "Mrs. Willis Will," the prin Christine Starrett. Miss Janet Wade.
Marilyn, Ruth and Albert Carver tina Roberts, Mrs. Josephine Web
fords was guest Sunday of her aunt
18- Chief actor
60- Mllltary aaalatanta 35- Banlah
inequalities in grasping power cipals, Miss Lillian Russell, Miss Miss Mary Trone. Miss Nathalee
36- Muslcal note
19- Mlchlevoue child
recently entertained as dinner guests ster. Mrs Mary L Arey, Mrs Susan
VERTICAL
when the two hands are compared, Edith French. Miss Christine Sur 8tarrett, Katherine Thompson. Mrs ML'S Mary C Davla.
37- Set of workers
21-Large plant
or differences in natural leg-move rett, Miss Ida Stevens and Mrs Al
Mr and Mrs Charles Baker of at Sea-All cottage Jean. Olorla and Hopkins. Mrs E M. Hall. Mrs H.
24Young
girl
1A
finger
38Pluto
Mildred Kennlston. Mrs Virginia
ments, may all be evidences of a zada Simmons. Other numbers, in
25- Gratsy meadows
2- Raw metal
39- Likewlse not
Jamaica Plain. Mass , and Herbert Wendell Gregware of Cambridge,, W Flfleld. Mrs Harriet Jones, Mrs.
Thompson of Medford. Mass and
28-Approach
3- Remark (abbr.)
40- Mualcal nota
damaged nervous system.
Carrie Dickinson. Mrs Alice Strick
Machon of Wrentham. Mass . are Mass
30-Btack
4-A coin
41- Admlrer
Babies that are too “good," that cluding a surprise reading, are being Warren; Miss Dorothea Stevens of visiting Mr and Mrs Frank H Wll- j Miss Emily Winslow returned last land. -Miss Evelyn Manson. Mr. and
5- Part of a plant
44-Minda
32- Bristle (Bot.)
Washington D C and Warren; Mrs
smile infrequently and seldom planned.
Tuesday
from
Port
Clyde.
Mrs. E C. Macintosh. Mrs. Charles
bur.
46-Ajar
33- Roman poet
6- Employ
crow, and that play quietly for
Mrs Mary Lockie and Miss Doro Carrie Smith. Mrs Ethel Griffin.
Mrs Keith Carver came home last Chllles, ?. K Coombs, O. C. Lane.
7-Snare
36- Rent
48-Melody
The Coiyregatlonal Oood Cheer
hours with some simple toy, may thea 8tevens who have been in towm
37- Engllsh freemen
8- Darllngp
Modern night wear was contrasted
50- Metrie land measure
Tuesday from a visit ln Rockland
Dinner
and
supper
were
served.
Old
owe their behavior, not to a serene
41- Youthe
51- Spread for drying
11- Ridgee
during July returned Friday to 'to the old ruffled nightgown and cap; Class will enjoy a dinner and social
Mrs
Harriet
Hopkins
and
daughter
time friends met after an absence
and untroubled disposition, but to
12- Sllpe
42- Prayer
53-Sum up
evening Thursday at the Community
Washington.
D.
C.,
where
Miss
Ste

Miss
Floyde
Hopkins
of
Augusta
have
the
old
style
swim
suit,
compared
defective activity of the thyroid or
43- A medley
16-Epoche
'64-A letter
of several years and enjoyed remin
Sweet Shop
been guests the past week of Mr and iscences.
some other gland. Delay in teeth vens will resume her position as with the backless one of today, showed 1
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
ing may mean little unless accom teacher at the Peabody Nursery a lot lost ln 30 years, and no mistake! I Miss M Louise Codman will enter Mrs Allston Roberts.
L. W. Lane returned Monday from
The difference between the wrapper I tain the ladles of the Congregational
panied by other signs, but a pro School.
several slides. He Is giving the lec
Gertrude Ewell arrived last Tues
Rockland where he spent the week
longation if the creeping stage, or
Society Wednesday afternoon at the day from Portland.
N S cP
ture for the benefit of the church
The triangular garden plot on Corn housedress with the long sleeves and
delay in walking and talking, may
end
with hts family.
cool crisp ones of today’made every- I Codm,n camp * Lake Mcgunticocok
O u V L
Mr
and
Mrs
Charles
Webster
en

A
silver
offering
is
asked.
be important and should be investi Hill is a riot of color and brilliant one well pleased to be living now, in- J Events for tonight. Tuesday in
WE c
Mrs Rebecca Arey entertained the
tertained
the
Buddies
and
other
gated.
snapdragons there are now at their
c N T
stead of then, even with the depres- ' elude meeting of Knox Temple, guests at a lawn party Wednesday Butterflies at her home Saturday
|a T T
Tkis is the third of a eeriee of best.
DUTCH
NECK
slon. Sportswear revealed a radical Pythian Sisters. Cornelia Otis Skin- evening Supper was served and the evening. *
|s|
articles on the “problem child.” Dr.
The story hour Wednesday at the
At the home of Mrs. Maurice
1C E p s
Farrington will reply to questions Mathews Memorial Library for pupils change also—a long suit and sailor j ner at the Opera House, and meeting evening's entertainment featured
Mr and Mrs. James Richardson and
M o N
Leadbetter Wednesday, a picnic I daughter Ruth of Lexington, Mass.,
addreeoed to him at the Bancroft of the first five grades will begin at i hat of years past, things to laugh of the Rotary and Lions Clubs.
beano.
[A P 5 (
School, Haddonfu Id, N. J.
Mrs Oeorge Gray, Mrs Victor party, held in the garage, featured a j and Miss Eva Warner of Medford,
at beside the slacks, shorts, and sun
Tne annual Dazaar of St. Thomas
3 o'clock. Miss Marguerite Haskell
L E c
tan backless dress Shown also were a parish will be held Wednesday on the Shields, Mrs Leon Arey. Miss Nina tacking bee. Dinner and supper Mass, have relumed home after a ,
.L O
, is in charge.
bloomer basketball suit of some years parish grounds If stormy postponed Ames. Miss Flavilla Arey. Miss Cleo were served
C o
few days' stay at the Sanford home. (
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Cargill are
InV s s
Drew gave a shower party last Tues
S TjClP'l
ago. and a long dress for tennis and until Thursday.
Mrs Warren Billings was hostess
Mrs.
Herman
R.
Wlnchenbaugh
of
.
occupying the Sawyer rent recently j
t[a P rjA7N
N s
croquet. The knitted and white linen
Charles Lowe returns Friday from day evening at Ledge Lodge to Mr to the Weary Club Thursday night.
Rockland spent Wednesday with her j
[a,fr E A
eIrJnIeIsIt
, vacated by the Robert Connell fami- suits and short sleeved, collarless
Orono where he has been attending and Mrs Malcolm Hopkins who are
The flower committee of Union parents. Capt. and Mrs. G. A. Burnes
!y.
dress of today were exhibited—quite j the University of Maine summer to begin housekeeping soon ln the Church have charge of the meeting
Lawrence Taylor of Allston, Mass..
Miss Virginia Robinson who has another change The linen duster, school
Gerald apartment on Pleasant street. Wednesday night.
Joe—How come you go steady with
Is passing a two weeks' vacation with
been guest of Miss Grace Black the and long veil chic motoring costume
Fred Oillchreat who has been em They received many beautiful and
Eloise?
Union choir presented "The New his aunt, Mrs W F Chase
past month, has returned to North j of the early 1900s brought quite a ployed in the Warren Drug store has useful gifts There were 63 guests
Minister" Friday at North Haven, to
Miss Laura Creamer of Waldoboro
Hal—She's different from other
Weymouth Miss Black accompanied laugh, but 30 years hence the present entered the employ of the Boynton- present Refreshments were served
an appreciative audience. A con returned home Wednesday after visit girls.
[ her for a short visit.
Miss Eugenia Carver was hostess to
style of dress will be snickered at by McKay pharmacy on Main street.
ing her aunt, Mrs Fred Chute.
Joe—How's that?
siderable sum was netted.
Mrs. Fred B Herrick who has been the Needlecraft Club Wednesday eve
another generation.
Mrs Pearl Wlnchenbaugh and Miss
Hal—Shes the only girl who will
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Boman had as
Fashion Show of Contrasts
An afternoon dress dating 1875 was a patient for several weeks at the ning at her home.
callers Surday. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Evelyn Wlnchenbaugh of Back Cove go with me.
Harold Vinal has returned from
Members added to the Warren I amusing During this period only Central Matne Sanatorium at FairChatto of Rockland and Clarence recently passed the day with Cftpt.
Those rythmic clicks of
Woman's Club, at the August meet- very young girls wore hats At the j field Is now guest of her parents. Mr Waterville where he was guest at Hall of Chicago.
and Mrs. G. A. Burnes.
our presses will be encored ing were Miss Annie Starrett and rlme of marriage, or upon reaching j and Mrs. Charles E. Smith In Wash- Maine State Poets' Field Day.
Mrs. Hamlin Scofield and child and
J.
Leopold
of
New
York
was
ln
Mrs Maurice Kessler, who spent
later by the tinkle of the Miss Beulah Starrett. A fashion |j,e mature age of 20. a girl put on a ington.
Mrs Floyd Wotton and young daugh
town
Sunday.
cash register. For The show ln charge of Miss Frances bonnet which ever afterward formed | Horace A. Knight of Waltham the past month in Rockport. Mass.,
Harry B. Flske returned Saturday ter of South Waldoboro spent Thurs
with the artist colony has returned
Courier-Gazette printing Spear. Mrs. Sadie Barrows. Mrs. Vir part of her outdoor attire, unless -he , Mass. Is spending * few weeks at
to
Wakefield. Mass., aftqf a vacation day with Mrs. Fred Chute.
WitkMl CaWmel -hd Y«1 Jwap 0«l •/ Bed »a
to Red Lion where, with her family
ginia Thompson, and Miss Marjorie occasion were Informal when she wore ' Lake Megunticook.
Mrs. Carrie Hassner and Mr and
passed
at Seaside cottage.
is the kind that produces Spear, was a decided success and over
the Meruit Rann' Io Co
a shade hat—not much was known
Charles Melleux of Cambridge, she is passing the summer
The liver should pour out two pounds of
A public bridge party wlll^e held Mrs. Loring Clark and daughter of
sales. Experience proves it. 100 were present from Rockland, and then of the violet ray. This costume I Mass, .and Miss Ona Hamilton of
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brown and
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this bile
Portland have been recent guests of
is not flowing freely. your food doesn’t digest.
Thomaston; also among others Mrs. was a plaid skirt, a black basque ' Arlington. Mass . have been guests of Mrs. Benjamin MacArthur, who have tonight in the OA.R rooms.
It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up
Mrs. Alice Creamer and family.
Call 770
John
Q
Jennings,
an
attorney
of
your stomach. You get constipated. Your
Edith Bowes. Mrs. Loretta Rich. Mrs trimmed with hand embroidery, and j Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dean, Mechanic been guests of Mr. and Mrs R. Mont
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
Mr. and Mrs. W. K Winchenbach
sunk and the world looks punk.
for Estimates
Charlotte Hawes, president, first vice a dolman ornamented with Jet passe- street.
Arey, returned Saturday to Cam Cleveland, O. will speak Friday eve
were
callers
Sunday
at
W.
E.
Wotton's
Laxatives are only makeshifta. A mere
ning at Union Church, giving an
president and secretary of the Union metric and Spanish lace.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Roundy and bridge. Mass.
bowel movement doesn't get at the cause. It
in Friendship.
takes
those good, old Carter s Little IJver
illustrated
lecture
of
his
travels
Woman's Community Club.
Mrs. Willard Brown and daugh
Pilto to get these two pounds of bile flowing
A lovely dress was of white linen party of Gardner, Mass. are occupy
Mrs. Ada Wellman passed Saturday
freely and make you feel "up and up". Harm*
Mrs. Ella Cunningham was the trimmed with hand made ric rac lace, ing the Roy Fuller camp at Lake ters Margaret. Patsey and Mrs Stew around the world under the direc
less, gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow
freely Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills by
art Wright and daughter Ann of tion of the World's Letters, Inc. Mr. with Mrs. W. A. Gross of Gross Neck.
worn first ln 1881. modeled by Bar Megunticook for a few weeks
name.
Stubbornly refuse anything else. 26c.
Mrs. Annie Stahl. Miss Villa Stahl,
Mrs. Elizabeth Duncan entertains Cleveland, O. are at the Wigwam, Jennings. In gathering facts for that
O 1BS1.C. MCO,
bara Richards. The short dresses of
association procured material from Harry and Ralph Stahl and Mr. and
1925 and 1927 were shown, and it the ladles of the Methodist Society Shore Acres.
Mrs. Abbie Creed, who has been all phases of the life of the peoples Mrs Fred Stahl and daughter Frances
seemed long ago that such a foolish Wednesday afternoon
The regular meeting of Joel Keyes guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Glldden, whom he visited. His travels Includ of Broad Cove spent Thursday with
length prevailed, but they were con
ed the Holy Land of which he has Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Stahl.
OFFERS
sidered the vogue then Graduating Grant Circle. Ladles of the G.A.R. returned Thursday to Boston.
was
held
Friday
with
a
public
beano
Mrs. Florence Athearns of West
dressses of 1907 and 1919 were shown
Gloucester, Mass., Is visiting her
Two lovely afternoon gowns were [ party in the afternoon.
Miss Oustle Nealley of Waltham, brother, E. M. Hall.
modeled by Mrs. Evelyn Robinson,
Mass, Is visiting Mrs. Emeline Hal
Mrs. Harriet Hopkins and daugand Mrs. Virginia Thompson.
A HOME COMPANY AND LOCAL INVESTMENT
ford
ter Miss Floyde Hopkins, returned
As a grand finale, wedding dresses
LEGAL FOR MAINE SAVINGS BANKS
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Waltt of Haver
Friday to Augusta, following a visit
TAX FREE TO HOLDERS IN MAINE
were displayed, the accompanist hav
to Your hotel in BOSTON
hill Mass are guests of Mr and Mrs.
FREE FROM NORMAL FEDERAL INCOME TAX
with Mr. and Mrs. Allston Roberts.
ing swung Into the “Bridal Chorus”
Richard Howarth. upper Washington
Par value $100. Dividends payable quarterly, February, May,
Rev. John Harold Gould was the
Lohengrin. The first to step forth
August and November 1st. Callable as a whole or in part at 8105
street.
speaker Sunday at morning and eve
was a white cotton, narrow long dress
a share.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Delaney of
j500Roo»as
This stock, Issued under the approval of the Public Utilities
of 1805; the model. Miss Christine
ning services at Union Church, giv
WfTX —
Haverhill, Mass., have been visitors
Commission is offered to investors at a price of $98.00 per share and
Surrett; next. Mrs Mary McCraw ln a
ing inspirational messages, enjoyed
at the home of Mr. and Mrs George
accrued interest, yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
RADIO
grey taffeta, attractive and demure
by all. The anthem of the choir at
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at the office of the
Mutch.
SERVIDOR
dating 1880. both bridal bouquets be
the
morning
service
was
"In
His
MACON STREET
company, 5 Lindsey Street, Rockland, Maine.
Mrs. Robert Rolerson of Lincoln
TUB’••SHOWER
ing the noeegay type. The latter
CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO.
Garden Fair" by Minnie O. Edlngton.
ville
Is
a
surgical
patient
at
Commun

BOSTON
788-eoT-tf
costume had fine lace fixed loosely at
music by Ira B. Wilson. At the eve
MANGER
ity Hospital.
the wrists, had a bustle and was long,
Mrs. Carrie Waltt of Haverhill, ning service the hymns "Memories of
with pleats at the bottom. Particu
Ideal location on Beacon Hill,
Mass., has been visiting Mr and Mrs. Galilee" and “Master the Tempest Is
« NORTH STATION
larly handsome was another of 1886,
’a FUR-Teem,tee TRAIN- tefeee ROOM*
beside the State House, and
Raging" were used as specials; and
Harry Wilson.
a fur trimmed cape, small feather hat,
overlooking Boston CotxunoQ
Mrs. A. L. Ripley of Lincolnville is the favorite "Face to Face" was sung
narrow-walsted “dolman" of a deep,
xnd Public Gardena,
by Mrs. Evelyn Patrick and Mrs.
a patient at Community Hospital.
rich red The modem wedding gown
The eight-ton stack which was ta Gladys Coombs. The Women's Mis
with long trailing veil was worn by
ken down at the Knox Woolen Mills sionary Society will meet this (Tues
restaurant
Christine Barker, Emily Smith bear
Sunday was transported yesterday to day afternoon at the Union Church.
a la carte and table d'hote
ing the veil.
Portland, where It will be used on a Mrs. Rheba Oraham. secretary of
All arrangements of flowers worn new boiler house to be erected at the the Presbyterian Board of Foreign
Club Breakfast
with the gowns were tastefully done Boothby Home. The 90-mile trip was Missions, will speak. The Member
Lunch
by Miss Marjorie Spear, member of negotiated without mishap, the only
Dinner
ship Class which has been meeting
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, Isle
the committee In charge.
trouble being experienced in Bath at the church at 6.30 Tuesday eve
au
Haut,
Swan
’
s
Island
and
Frenchboro
Printed with Name and Address
Thanks are expressed to the execu where two telephone poles at Front
nings. has changed Its hour to 7,
on sheets and envelopes—or,
(Subject to change without notice)
CAFETERIA
tive committee, the accompanist, Mrs. and Oak streets necessitated delay.
monogram on sheets, and enve
beginning this (Tuesday) evening.
(Eastern Standard Time)
Pauline Pelllcane, the models, the The progress of the 100 foot stack
lopes plain.
Pleasant outside location fac
Housekeepers for the circle supper
reader, and those who loaned dresses along the Matne highways attracted
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
100 SINGLE SHEETS
ing Bowdoin and Beacon
Thursday evening will be Mrs. Helen
“STEAMER NORTH HAVEN”
for the occasion.
50 ENVELOPES
Streets Modern and up-tono end of attention.
Webster, Mrs. Sadie Robbins, Mrs.
Effective June 20th To September 15th, Inclusive
OR
date. A variety of foods
Read Down
Dora Boman and Mrs. Edith Vinal.
moderately priced
50 DOUBLE SHEETS
"We Just can't get along on what
DAILY
DAILY
The Depression Club met Friday
50 ENVELOPES
EXCEPT Sunday
EXCEPT Sunday
we are getting,” a Kansas woman
evening with Mrs. Langtry Smith.
EUROPEAN PLAN RATES
Fine quality Greytone paper in
SUNDAY Only
SUNDAY Only
i Sore,Irritated Skin told relief headquarters. “My hus First honors at bridge went to Mrs.
A.M. P.M. A.M.
blue. grey. Ivory, or orchid, with
A.M. P.M. P.M.
p Whereve
Wherever it it—however broken th®
band
and
I
have
talked
It
over
and
he
Roams without bath
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
7,15
printing in blue, black, brown, or
Ar. 12.00 7.00
Max Conway, second to Mrs. Florence
®y^surfaee-f
surfaee-freely
reely apply soothing <«
said If we didn't get more he was
5.40 3.30 9.05 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
5.15
violet ink.
Lv. 10.00 5.00
Lawson.
$2.00 up
6.50 4.40 10.10 Lv. STONINGTON.
6.15
Lv. 11.00 6.00
going out and try to find a Job.” This
Marilyn Greenlaw of Camden Is
For August Only
Rooms with bath
8.00
11.10
Ar.
SWAN
’
S
ISLAND,
4.15
Lv.
9.00
woman's frank recital of her diffi
guest of her grandparents Mr. and
Read Up
Buy several boxes of this smart
$3.00 up
culties will produce smiles of amuse
stationery at this unusually low
Mrs. Jesse Greenlaw.
ment
ln
seme
circles,
but
the
princi

VINALHAVEN
LINE
price!
Mr. and Mrs. Alec Molr and Mr.
Special rates for
“STEAMER W. S. WHITE”
ple involved Is something more than
and Mrs. Titus of Marlboro, Mass.,
We have 23 other styles to pick from.
DAILY
DAILY
peratanent
occupancy
a laughing matter.
Call in and see our complete line of samples.
EXCEPT Sunday
are visiting at the home of Mr. and
EXCEPT Sunday
SUNDAY
Only
SUNDAY
Only
Mrs. Alfred Raymond.
POSTAGE 10c EXTRA
A.M. P.M. A.M.
A.M. P.M. P.M
Mrs. Oscar Lane, Mrs. Fred
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 9.45 5.45
6.00
-R1AD0M
6.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,
Lv. 8.30 4.30
4.45
rcom Coombs and Mrs, L. R. Smith, enter
better
tained Aug. 4 at Camp Alyosca, Shore
78-tf

*$> no.'

r~

t/CHAM
CKQMNELL.

L

J
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WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-
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CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
Its Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

HOTEL
BELLEVUE

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.
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ROCKPORT

WEST ROCKPORT

Mr and Mrs. Harold Marriott and
children ot Boston Mr and Mrs.
Mercer. Mr. and Mrs. Leigh Cleveland
and Arthur Cleveland of Houlton
were gue ts Saturday of Mr and Mrs
Elmer C. St Clair.

Miss Avis Taylor of Olencove was
a recent visitor at the home of Miss
Arlene Keller.

Miss Priscilla Tobin of Boston U
visiting her aunt Mrs. W A. Luce at
her summer home on Diamond Hill
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Hodgdon*of
Peabody, Mass . were guests Sau.day
of Mr and Mrs. Leslie C Deane On
returning that night they were ac
companied by ther son Charles who
has been spending a month at the
Deane home.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Crawford ana
daughter Judith of Metuchen. N. J
arr.ved Friday for two weeks vaca
tion a part of which they will spend
with her sister. Miss Lillian Brano
We t street
Mr. and Mrs. P ank W nchenbau’th
and chl'dren of Friendship were re
cent guests of Mr and Mrs Elmer O
St. Clair. ,
Warren Oliver with his brother.
Percy Oliver of West Newton Mass
passed the weekend with his family
at "The Birches." Beauchamp avenue
They were accomoanled from Ports
mouth. N H by Mi-a Oertrude Hav
ener, who will visit her grandmo'her
Mrs Oertrude Havener during the
carnival.
Mrs. Richard Tonseth and children
of Reading. Mass , and Mrs. Ray
Kononen and daughter of Pltzwilliam, N H . are visiting at the home
of their father. H HeLstad. Mr. Tonseth who accompanied them here, re
turned Sunday.
Mrs Elmer C. St. Clair Is somewhat
Improved from her recent illness.
tylss Solvelg Helstad has returned
from a week's visit with friends In
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B Wheatley and
daughter Ida left Saturday for
Rutherford. N. J., after spending the
last few weeks at thefiome of Frank
lin O Priest and a cottage at Northport.
Mrs W L. Ballard spent Sunday
with relatives at Winterport
Mr and Mrs. Harold Pales and
daughter Barbara of Providence were
weekend guests of his uncle and aunt,
Mr and Mrs. Everett E Pales.
Delmont Ballard passed Sunday
with friends at Orono.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E Matthews of
Wllkesbarre, Pa are spending the
month of August at their summer
home on Spruce street.
Mr and Mrs Everett E. Fales and
house guests Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Fales and daughter Barbara spent
Sunday at Friendship and enjoyed
dinner at "The Lobster Pot."
There will be a meeting of the
R.HB Senior Class at 730 Wednes
day evening at the Ballard Business
School, followed by a meeting of the
board of directors of the CarnivalRegatta Association. It Is Important
that every member be present.

APPLETON RIDGE
Mrs. Hattie Williams and son Mc
Kenzie and Ira Proctor have returned
from a few days' visit in Massachu
setts.
A picnic was held at Jefferson Pond
last Tuesday by members of the Bap
tist Sunday school, 45 being present
It was a beautiful day and the out
ing much enjoyed.
Miss Dorothy Puller of Wiscasset
was guest a few days recently at Mrs
Della McCorrlson's and called on
other friends and relatives.
Mrs. Esther Keating. Wlnnlfred
and Ralph Keating of Reading, Mass.,
are guests at A O. Pitman's.
Mrs. Oertrude Moody and Miss Ruth
Moody were Rockland visitors Wed
nesday.
Charles Dow has returned to Rock
port after a three weeks’ stay at Bert
Whitney's.
Leroy Oardlner Is visiting his
mother in Rockport.
Nelson Moody and Floyd Gushee
are employed on the Georges Valley
Pike.
Mrs. Della McCorrlson and son were
visitors in Wiscasset Wednesday.
Miss Julia Brown is visiting Miss
Dorothy Fuller in Wiscasset.
Misses Maude Puller and Muriel
Robbins are on an auto trip to Range,
ley Lakes. Miss Celia Whitney is
staying with Mr. and Mrs. Puller dur
ing their absence.

ATHLETES SAY

Mrs. John Heal spent the weekend
with her daughter. Mrs. C. E Rhodes,
Jr., at her Megunticook Lake cottage
Mr Heal and son Harold were dinner
gues 3 there Sunday.
William Vinal, Mrs Kuehne and
Miss Carietn Vinal of Portland spent
the weekend with Mrs. Emma V.
Leach Mr. Vlnr.1 was also overnight
guest Thuiiday of his moiher, who
motereJ to Winterport with him Fri
day.

TH EY DON T

Jo., ph Blake of Beverly, Mass
pass -1 Saturday and Sunday with his
aisle: Mrs E A. To'.man.
Mi and Mrs Ralph Thorndike mo
tore I to Newport, R. I, Saturday, a.
compan.ed by Oliver Counce who
there boarded the yacht on which he
had been employed. He will now woi k
for the gove.nnient. Mr. and Mrs
Thorndike have returned home.

,
>

I

JOSEPHINE McKIM, Olympic champion swimmer:
“One of my rules in connection with smoking,” she
says, “is that I always choose a CameL Camels are
such a mild cigarette. 1 can smoke them steadily. They
never bother my wind. Td walk a mile for a Camel!'”

"It’s
important to me that
Camels are milder.
Extra millions are
spent for thechoiceto
baccos in Camels.They
never get my wind
or upset my nerves.”

Miss Adeline Kent, of Beals Is guest
of her aunt Mrs. Prank Alley at the
Light.
Lawrence Norton and Donald Cof
fin were at Jonesport and Beals on
48-hour liberty recently.
Mrs. H W Andr-ws has returned
home after several days’ visit in
Spruce Head.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kelley and sons.
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Stover and chil
dren and Mr. and Mrs. Hiram An
drews motored recently to Port Clyde
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Faulklngham
recently spent 48 hours' leave with
Mrs Alice Simmons and Mrs. Mllledgc
Randall at Spruce Head Village.
Mr and Mrs. O A Stover and two
children of Baltimore are guests of
Mrs. John Kelley. Spruce Head Vil
lage.
L. B. Beal. M.M. 1st class, is on
48-hour liberty with Mrs. Beal in
Rockland.
Prank Armoe. Orover Stokes and
son Junior motored from PennsvlTENANT S HARBOR
I vanla recently for Mrs. Stokes, who
Mrs. Florence Monaghan and son I has been at Mrs. H. Andrews' for a
Lincoln. Jr., are passing the summer weeks' visit.
Verl Alley, who has been spending
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. J. K.
a vacation with his parents. Mr. and
Monaghan.
Mrs. Aldora Smalley of Camden Mrs. Prank Alley, at the Light, has
has been guest of Mrs. Amelia Taylor. returned to Jonesport.
Mrs. 8. P. Flood and daughter
John Mathews and family are
Christine
motored to Beals, with Mr.
spending a vacation at their cottage
Norton, of the Coast Guard, and will
here.
be guest of her grandmother several
Mrs. Lizzie Boyles and son Byron
weeks.
are vacationing at the old homestead
Adolph Stevens of Monhegan re
for a few weeks.
cently visited his wife at A. J. Beal’s
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Nevers of
Mr. and Mrs. O. Lester Alley of the
Somerville. Mass., are on vacation at
Light are at Jonesport on ten days’
their cottage.
leave.
Mrs. Sewell Wagle of Attleboro,
Prof, and Mrs. C. Wilbert Snow and
Mass., Is guest of her sisters, Mrs. friends were visitors Wednesday here.
Richard Peterson and Myrtle Puller. This Is the birthplace of Prof. Snow
Mrs. Pern Rice Is visiting her par and he plans on making one visit dur
ents, Capt. and Mrs. IR. R. Pierson.
ing his vacation.
H. P. Kalloch Is slowly recovering
Albion Allen was born at White
from his recent illness.
Head Light 100 years and 6 months
Vacation Bible School is ln session before his death. “The Orand Old
at the Baptist Church for two weeks. Man” of this place, as well as Hope.

LIKE MOST ATHLETES,
AVIATORS PREFER CAMELS,
TOO. I GET ALIFT’ IN

ENERGY WITH A CAMEL.
AND CAMELS ARE SO MILO
i THEY DON'T GET MY WIND

HOMIMAKER—Mrs. Charles F. Ryder

OINI SARAZIN:

SOUTH WALDOBORO

.

,vv.

FITNESS, BECAUSE
CAMELS ARE A MILDER,
GENTLER CIGARETTE

Mrs Raymond Fogler and children
who have been guests the past week
of Mrs M A. Fogler, are tn Exeter
where they will visit her father and
other relatives. Mr and Mrs. William
Fogler and son of Philadelphia are
now guests at the Fogler home.

HEAD

/ YOU CAN SMOKE ALL YOU WANT!
I PICKED CAMELS L0N6
I A60. I CAN SMOKE THEM
CONSTANTLY WITHOUT
| AFFECTING MY PHYSICAL

Shipment by truck of blueberries
•rc.n the Maine Blueberry Growers’
Association here began last week
Mr. and Mrs. William Sandbloom
and sons of Massachusetts are visit
ing Mrs. Sandblooin's father, John
Altonen, Sr.

WHITE

LOU OIHRIO ityt of
Camels: “I like their
mildness. They never
interfere with my wind
or my 'fighting trim.'
When I feel tired
after a game, I get
a 'lift' with a CameL"

GET
YOUR WIND"

Mr and Mrs E. W Monkhouse of
Portland were recent callers at A. A
Clark's.

Mrs Nettie Drown returned homt
recently after visiting with Mrs Ella
Robinson of St. Oeorge
Paul H. Oruhn. Sr , and daughterin-law, Mae. with her two children
spent the past week with Mrs Samuel
Winchenbach.
Mr and Mrs. Oeorge Watkins and
Mr. and Mrs, J. W. Winchenbach of
Framingham, Mass , were weekend
guests ot Mrs. Julia Winchenbach
and son Adelbert.
Miss Doris Griffin of South Port
land has been a business visitor tn
this section recently.
The Baptist Junior choir of the vil
lage sang here Friday evening to a
large audience who appreciated their
efforts. Much credit is due them and
to their talented Instructor, Mrs.
Oretchen Waltz Simmons, for train
ing the young pupils to the standard
they have attained.
Miss Eleanor Standish, who passed
six weeks visiting her grandparents tn
Middleboro, Mass., has returned
home.
The property of John Erskine op
posite Schofield’s store is attracting
attention for its well kept buildings,
beautiful flowers, spacious lawn and
bird houses, an attractive ensemble
that merits more than a passing
glance. The color scheme of green
and white is carried out even to the
tree trunks and lattice work in the
rear It would be well worth a long
drive to see what a paint brush, and
tilling and caring for the soil can
accomplish ln the way of beautifying
grounds.
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ELVER—Ted Ashford of TWA

Vi
TO KEEP MYSELF IN GOOD
SHAPE I, TOO, SMOKE
CAMELS. THEY DON'T

LESTER STOEFIN, U. S.
tennis doubles cham
pion: "No matter
how steadily I smoke.
Camels arc so mild
that they never get
my wind. And Camels
have a better Savor.''

IM NOT A FAMOUS ATHLETE
BUT ITS SATISFYING
SMOKE A TRULY MILI
CIGARETTE ...CAMELS.
I SMOKE LOADS. CAMELS
HAVE A SWELL FLAVOR I/I

IRRITATE MY THROAT OR
NERVES, AND CAMELS

JUST SUIT MY TASTE

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER —G. E. Goodwin

'< ■

FASHION DESIGNER—Emily M. Boyle

-•

COSTLIER TOBACCOS!
• Camels arc made from finer, MORE

EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS—Turkish and

Domestic—than any other popular brand.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem. North Carolina

-------- ------- ■. ■
dora Perry, Miss Angela Perry ac
with friends in town, have returned
UNION
companied by Mrs. Donald Perry of j
to Weston. Mass
Miss Mildred Waltz of Wollaston. Rockland have been ln Fall River., , Maurice P Neighbor of New York } Miss Florence Bessey who has
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Barrows of
Mass., paired the weekend with Mrs. Mass. Miss Felice Perry returned | has been spending the week at Th>' been visiting her parents. Mr. and Orlando. Fla., have been callers on
Crosby K Waltz.
with them.
Studio, summer home of Mr. and Mrs Mrs. W. A. Bessey the past month, Mr. and Mrs A. A. Fountain recently.
returned with her brother Roscoe, to
Mrs. Lela Creighton has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wanning
Mrs. I. S. Bailey has been guest of i Bert Witham. Mr. and Mrs. Perley
Natick, Mass.
Miss Bessey Is to Milton, Mass., having spent a two
Miller
and
Earl
Brewster
were
guests
have moved to Portland.
Mrs. Grace Mayo Belden at Martin's
there last week and Capt. R K. Snow librarian in the Wellesley town weeks' vacation in town with relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Ouy Ware of New Point and of Mrs. John H. Miller at
library.
and friends
spent
the weekend there.
ark. N. J., are guests at James Medomak.
A party of six from Ye Greene Ar
Miss Laura Robbins spent the week
Roy McConchle entertaind a fish
Steele's.
Mrs. Mary Wade was a recent Port- ,
ing party Sunday at Oray Rocks in bour enjoyed Thursday th? Cadillac end in Lakewood
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stenger, land visitor
Roy Clarke and Philip Morine mo
cluding Mr. Hill, Mrs. Nancy Wright Mountain drive and other points of
interest in Bar Harbor. ThP group tored to Lake Maranacook Wednes
who have been at the Stenger camp,
Mrs. Emma Spear of Portland is and Mrs Oabrielson.
Martin's Point, have returned to New visiting her daughter, Mrs. B. G l Clayton Witham, Ralph Billings included Miss Marion Cosello of Med day to attend the Sportsman's Ren
ford. Mass.. Mrs. Ethel Rangeniberg, dezvous.
York.
MlUer.
„
and Robert Harvey have returned to'
Waterbury, Conn.; Miss Betty Allen.
Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton went
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Spurdens of ' Miss Dorothy Spear is guest of his the lsland.
We-tport. Conn.; Miss Florence Wedne day to Northfield. Mass.,
Philadelphia are passing a week with '
The Studio was the scene of a jolly
grandparents in Warren.
I gathering recently with supper fea-I Bessey Natick. Mass ; and Miss Edith called by the illness of their son
Mrs. I. P. Bailey.
Green and Mrs. Schwartz of Union Philip.
Miss Carrie B. Stahl has returned j
tured by two birthday cakes honoring
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Becker and son
Officers ot the Community Club met
Miss Lee O. Brann of Boston, sister
to Portland after a stay of several ' Bert Witham and Elmer Small, the
Billie, who have been passing two
weeks at her home on Friendship affair proving highly successful. Friday afternoon with Mrs. Edith of Governor Brann. Is visiting Mr.
weeks' vacation with Mr. and Mrs.'
Bowes to arrange the programs for and Mrs. A. A. Fountain
street.
Among the guests were Mrs. Miller,
W. C. Flint, have returned to Port
the coming year.
Russell Beckwith has recently re
Rev. and Mrs. A. G. Davis have Mr. and Mrs. Tom Shannon, Mr. and
land.
Mrs. Lizzie Hugnes and Miss Ida turned from Boston.
Mrs. Randall Dyer. Earle Brewster.
Mrs. Bertha Eldridge and daugh- ! been visitors in Searsport.
Those from this town who attended
Hughes motored last Tuesday to
Elmer Small, Janet Shannon and Mr
ters of Orleans. Mass., are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Whitney of
the fashion show staged by the Wom
Farmington.
and Mrs. Witham Mrs. Miller and
New Jersey are guests of Mrs. J. B.!
Mrs. Carrie Miller.
Wilbur Esancy and family are home an's Club of Warren were: Mrs. Her
Mrs. Witham carried off honors at
bert Bowes. Mrs. Irving Rich, Mrs
from a vacation spent in Canada.
The Susannah Wesley Society met Deaver at Medomak Lodge.
cards.
Mr. and Mrs. A W Johnson and Lizzie Hawes, Miss Edith Hawes, Mrs
Monday afternoon in the Methodist
Oeorge Richardson of Bristol, R. I.,
Last Tuesday evening Mr. Wltham
vestry.
who has been visiting his daughter, and Mrs. Miller entertained a going- j son Russell who have been visiting Lucius Barker, Miss Dorothy and
True Waltz and family of Ames Mrs. T. C. Ashworth, has been joined away party prior to the breaking up '
bury, Mass., are occupying the Waltz by Mrs. Richardson. They will pass of the merry party and the ending I
two weeks at the Ludwig eamp, Back of a memorable vacation period.
camp at Back Cove.
Mrs. Annie Thompson. Mrs. Me- Cove.
Ed. Hockings has returned to hisj -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *
duties on the Island following a visit
with his family at South Thomaston.

WALDOBORO

AT THE PARK WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

J

STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

j

SOUTH HOPE

Noel Coward, the man responsible comprehend the realness of Julie
for "Design for Living,” "Cavalcade" j Haydon, a young poetess, who offers
him her heart.
and Private Lives," three of the most
- Coward takes her from the boy
popular motion pictures of the past
who really loves her, breaks her
five years, at last turns motion pic heart and sets her adrift in his cor
ture actor himself to appear in the rupt circle. He goes on an airplane
leading role of “The Scoundrel," trip to escape one of his Importu
showing Wednesday and Thursday.; nate women and is reported killed.
Coward plays a literary Casanova While his former friends are cynical
In this sharp and satiric tale of ly commenting on his demise, he sud
decadence in the New York smart set. j denly reappears among them to pay
He is a hcl'ow, artificial and brilliant fervent suit to Julie Haydon, the only
publisher, so accustomed to playing real person he has ever known. The
at love with the unreal people who pictures has a gripping, dramatic
comprise his society that he fails to j climax.—adv.

Mrs. Irene Miller and family have
moved to Harry Pushaw's rent.
Howard Woster and family of Wor
cester , Mass, are visiting relative’
and friends here. They are accom
panied by Miss Emily Salvatore, also
of that city.
Hartley Watts has joind his family
here for two weeks.
Larkin Thorndike has moved to E
C. Powell’s rent, formerly the Lydia
Merrill property.
Arthur Payson of Waltham Mass.,
is Visiting his nephew. Albert Heath
and family.
Henry Tolman has returned from a
visit with hLs uncle at West Rockport
Congratulations to the newly mar
ried couple, Mr. and Mrs. James
Cousens. Friends here extend best
wishes.
William Carver is enrolled in the
CCC Camp at Port Williams, Port
land.
Howard Meservey has returned
from knox Hospital and is gaining in
health.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Harris of Rut
land visited recently with Mrs. Harris'
father, C. B. Taylor. On return they
were accompanied by MLss Agnes Ler
mond.

Mrs. H. K. Oraves ana mother Mrs.
Della Stevens of Presque Isle, passed
the weekend at the McKinley cot
tage at Crawford Lake. Christine
Oraves who spent the past week
with Mr. and Mrs. R M. McKinley
wilf return home with her mother.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lermond ac
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Ouy
Lermond and daughter Glenlce ot
Thomaston spent Sunday at a cot
tage at Owl's Head.

DOCTOR HELPS
WOMAN LOSE
SURPLUS FAT
Colin Cftve, Ted Healy. Henly Kolker in “.Mad Love"

“Mad Love," Maurice Renard’s un
canny novel of strange surgical ex
perimentation. provides the scientific
basis for the latest terror-drama of
the screen which brings to American
pictures an amazing new mystery
personality in Peter Lorre, European
Special for August only—RY X star of “M."
The picture playing Wednesday
GREYTONE PRINTED STATION
ERY—with your name and address, and Thur. day. shows Lorre as a sur
or monogram—$1.00 a box. At this geon, gone mad, and using his amaz
office.—adv.
ing knowledge to wreck the life of a
te

ggggga^gg*

Ruth Barker, Mrs Edward Mathews,
Mrs. Merton PaysonMrs . Irving
Matthews. Miss Bertha Moody and
Mrs. Alfred Hawes.
Mrs. Merton Payson and son of
Windham have been guests ot Mr,
and Mrs. Edward Mathews the past
week.
Mr. and Mrs. E H. Howe and Mr.
Stoder of Lynn. Mass., were recent
guests of Mr and Mrs. A. A Fountain.
Hervey R Skay died at East Union
Thursday afternoon, aged 66 years.
He was born In Salem. Mass., son of
Robert and Amelia Cousins Skay He
ls survived by his wife Clare Dickey
and one son. Mr. Skay was a granite
cutter and was associated with that
work his entire life Funeral services
were held from the home Saturday,
Rev. John 8 Lowe officiating. The
bearers were Percy Skay. Charles
Bragg. Raymond Bird and Mr. Clark.
Interment ln Sabattus.
Funeral services for Charles A.
Wellman were held from the home of
his brother. William Wellman, in East
Union. Friday at 2 p m. Rev. R A.
Haines of Union officiated. Bearers
were William Wellman. Cllf Wellman,
Mr. Haines. Robert Russell. Inter
ment ln Pine Grove cemetery, Appleton.
•
Earl Lermond of Swampscott,
Mass., has recently visited his par
ents Mr and Mrs. Charles Lermond.
Mrs. Avis Oattl and son Donald
of Worcester. Mass . will spend the
remainder of the summer at the
Lovejoy cottage at Crawford Lake.
Mr. and Mrs H H Stickney spent
the weekend at Duxbury. Mass.

pianist whose wife he covets. Oraftint
of hands of a murderer to replac
those lost In an accident by the
pianist; the uncanny surgery where
the surgeon, Gogol, attempts a fan
tastic operation, never seen before
and other creepy detail surround
gripping drama in the audacious plot
A glimpse of Paris' Orand Ouignol
Theatre of horrors Ls another graphic
and bizarre detail of the amazing
story.—adv.

Mrs. Long didn't listen to gosslpers—
she had a mind of her own
Mrs H H Long of Clarinda. Iowa,
wi ties Kruschen was recommended by
my doctor In connection with gait atone
treatment, high blood pressure and
acid kidneys This Is my 3rd jar. I've
lost 18 lbs Doctor says I'm doing fine."
Beware of gosalpers who keep you
from obtaining a shapely figure by say
ing there's no safe way to reduce.
Kruschen Salts Is SAFE-lts actually a
health treatment—you'll not only loae
fat but you'll feel much better physi
cally Ju.-t take a half teaspoonful in
s cup of hot water every morning—
tastes fine with Juice of half lemon
added A jar lasts 4 weeks and costs but
a few cents On sale at Blatsdeli Phar
macy and Corner Drug Stor*.

raine Armstrong. Esther Achorn. man of New Jersey sailed Thursday
Nancy Libby. Dorothy Feyler Maxine afternoon tn the Waterwltch to Al
Mrs Lydia Orant, who has been Mitchell. Arlan Linscott, Junior Lln- len's Island near Monhegan. Where
guest several weeks ot her niece. Mrs 1 scott, Bennie Smalley, Ne.l Libby. Capt. Weymouth set foot tn 1605 Fr
Edward B
Newcombe. returned Bobby Feyler. Betty Feyler. Pauline Rranklln conducted a service accord
Thursday to New Jersey. She was Gillis. Jean and James Gilchrest and ing to the English rite. There were
accompanied as far as Portland b.v j Eddie Morse
English hymns and prayers for men
Mr and Mrs Walter Hastings anti who braved the Atlantic. After ex
Edward B Newcombe. William G
family Mr and Mrs Norman Sim ploring the island and visiting, the
Washburn and Miss Washburn.
Miss W V. Nash of Waterville wa. mons and children and Miss Edith company returned to Port Clyde
a recent caller on Mr^. Ferdinand Harris^spcnt Sunday in Appleton at where they motored to the summer
home of Miss Whitehead and Miss
Dr Hall's
Day
Mrs James Pelt visited Sunday Oilman to partake of a chowder.
William T. 8mith. Jr. motored
Leslie Clark and Miss Hope Far
Wednesday to Attleboro for a few with her sister. Miss Elizabeth Mon
rington of Portland passed 8unday
days' visit. He was accompanied by aghan at Clark Island
Mr and Mrs. Raymond McLeod with Mrs. Clifford Clark.
Mrs Bvron Burlingame who has been
Miss Katherine Creighton went
guest of her sister. Mrs Oeorge Lud passed Sundae in Waldoboro as guests
of Mr. and Mrs James Woods.
Friday to Scbasco to be a councilor
wig for the past month.
Mrs. Helen Potter who has been at Camp Haskell.
Miss M. R. Davidson of Auburndale
Baseball Sunday at Thomaston had
Mass , is a visitor at the home of with her mother over the weekend,
returned Monday to Needham. Mass , this score: Camden 4. Thomaston 2
Miss Florence Fessenden.
Arthur McDonald has returned
Mrs. Clifford Clark was guest accompanied by Mrs Lucretia Mc
Thursday of Miss Mina Williams in Neil who has gone to Lynn to be with from a yachting trip with Capt. A. T.
Oould ln the Segachet.
Warren. The latter lived tn this town her daughter. Beloris
Mrs Earl F Woodcock, daughters
Mr and Mrs Wallace Smalley of
for several years.
Mr and Mrs Allan Frizzell have re Worcester. Mass. recently spent a Elizabeth and Margery returned Sat
turned to Wellesley. Mass . after be few days in visiting at the home of urday from a visit In Portland, mo
ing guests of Mr and Mrs Harrison Miss Leila Clark They return home toring through with Mr. and Mrs.
Carl
Etnery.
parents of Mrs.
today
Whltehill and family
Rev. and Mrs P P B Franklin and Woodcock.
Clifton Hunt of Rockland is visit
Harry Moody went to Boston Sun
ing hla grandparents Mr and Mrs ron Phillips. Rev. H. W Vaucouenhoven and ward. Thomas of Hallowell. day
Harrison Whltehill.
Miss Ethel Upham is on a week's
Elizabeth Kelleran of Portland, is Mr and Mrs Oeorge C Danforth of
guest of her sisters ln town for a few ’ Augusta. Miss Margaret Partridge of . vacation from the Thomaston NaAuguste and Tenant's Harbor. Miss i tional Bank
weeks.
Mr and Mrs Frederick R Stevens
Roger Morse's 12th birthday was j Penelope Whitehead, of Greenwich
celebrated Thursday by a party oil Conn. and Port Clyde. Miss Helen and family of Rochester. N Y are
young friends to whom refreshments Gilman of New York and Port Clyde guests of Mrs Stanley R Cushing
Mrs N. F Andrews motored Surfwere served His guests were Virginia Miss Frances Oilman of Oreat Bar
and Charles Smith. Robert and Lor-1 rington Mass and Miss Virginia Gil day to Brooklin with Mr and Mrs.

THOMASTON

BETTER
AUGUST 5 - 10
KELLOGG'S—(RADIO SPECIAL)

3

Com Flakes .

>*<3

20c

ISABELLE—TRY IT CEO, REFRESHING

• 2 CANS 25c

Grapefruit Juice
ANGLO—DELICIOUS SERVED COLD

Corned Beef

19<

CAN

NATION-WIDE—OVEN-BAKED

and. at
I
[ewfattcc >
bu
7

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August 6, 1935
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Beans & Brown Bread 2 CARS 27c
SANTA CRUZ—ALL GREEN

Asparagus

shoppinq

•

■

25c

CAN

CALIFORNIA-MEDIUM SIZE

oinuy

NATIONWIDE
STORE

1 LB
PKG

Prunes

.

.

KNI-CEST
_

Makes Delicious

r reezest

Assorted Flevon

17c

2’caSsz19c

k* c,mm

GRANDEE-STUFFED

OLIVES *'^9e

5'/i OZ
BOT

20c

- RADIO SPECIAL -

DERBY—THREE KINDS

NATION-WIDE TEA SALE

Formosa Oolong .
Orange Pekoe ■ *

corr
°"t 'CCD
rntt

pkg

pkg

Mikes
Delicious
Sandwiches

27c

SPREADS

31c

UNDERWOOD—ORIGINAL

19c

LARGE CAN

DEVILED HAM

TEA CLASS WITH EACH
PACKAGE

CANS

2
2

MED CANS
SM. CANS

20c
23c
15c

FRENCH'S—PREPARED

MUSTARD

G. Cool Cereal
lor a Hot Day

\SF« lFr
V

9 OZ
JAR

14c

SWEET MIXED

FULL
QUART
JAR

PICKLES .

2pl“’!19c

28c

SUNSHINE

2 *«« 19c

PIMENTOS

CLOVER LEAVES *I8 f
THE CREAM -FILLED, MOD LUCK WAFERS

GRAPE-NUTS
QUAKER FARIHA

PKG
One dish of this iiredieled
Cereal is equivalent to
one hour in the sun

PKGS

.

19c

.

LIQUID CLEANER—FOR ALL WHITE SHOES

.

.

BOT

9®

THREE CROW

MIXED SPICE

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

The Best for
Picklins

HOSIERY SALE

Advertisement* tn this column not to
exceed three line* luaarted ono* l«r »
cent*, three time* for SO cent*. Addltional line* five oent* each for on* tint
10 cent* for three tlmaa. SU word*
make ■ Un*.

2,1. ~~ ’ ’ * *
f (JK uALJj

*
(

"

*

*
— —— — —
ju STORY houne for Mie. all In mna
repair at 4 Pree bt . Camden. 10 room*
and bath, ahed and’ stable. 3-5 acre of
land, extra house lot on Pree street.
LERO Y S_ ALLEY________________ _91UW
"^TWENTY-THREE FT Power Boat for
Mie CHARLES HENDERSON, Thom se
ton
91*76
FORD one ton truck, fine shape, nice
oak body, good mechanical condition.
ENVELOPE loat containing negative*, Cheap for cash. CALL 534-M. Rock
92*94
snapshot* and enlargement from Rock land
land Photo Studio Reward Return to
FORTY ACRES Standing hay for sale
26 THOMASON ST
93-95 A TAMMI Union. Me
93*95
WILLYS-SIX Sedan, like new; Lothrop
BLUE AND WHITE linen bag lost be| tween Camden St and Paramount Res Marine engine. 14 h. |> and a Whippet
taurant Reward Finder PHONE 1297 Coach, all m good running order.
M-9J CHARLEL1 M COOK. 88 Tillson Ave.
City___________________ __________ 91*94
FEMALE COLLIE loat. light color. DR
SWEPT PEAS and bouquets lor aale.
C F FRENCH. 67 Summer St
»«-lt C. A VOSE, Brooklyn Height#, Thomas
________ 83-9',
SPECTACLES In red caae. marked ton. Tel 152-11
PlnXham and Smith, loat Sunday MRS
HORSE for Mie. good worker double
ERNEST B YOUNO. Owla Head. Me
or single
LEWIS ROBINSON. Wiley s
04*18 Corner. Me
94-96
A CANVAS anap-top bag loat between
NEW Milch Ouern»,v low lor sale.
Joseph Adams shop and 15 Summer St.. 165 ROSE CARLE Camden Me, Tel
Saturday.
containing
considerable Lincolnville 18-11________________ 94-96
money, and with owner's name and
SEVEN-ROOM” house lor sale on
"Thorndike Hotel" stamped on It Oood
Pleasant 8t and Camden road. Rock
reward If returned to 13 SUMMER 8T
92-94 port. electric lights, garage, garden
Rodmot i
E C. ROBINSON, Union St. Rockp
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss of
92*103-11
deposit book numbered 1316 and the
SEVEN ROOM house, barn, henpen.
owner of aald book aska for duplicate In
accordance with the provision of thr plenty land, nice view Penobscot bay.
State Law KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO, 8900 BERT CARVER. Rockport. Me
_______________ 91 »!W1
Bv Earle McINTOSH. Tress Rockland.
Me . July 22. 1935
66-T-94
THE AMOS FISKE home with acre of
land, one mile Irom Rockland on Owl's
Head road House has six rooms In good
repair, with One view of bay Price and
terms from owner, or address FISKE.
Courier-Gazette________
86-tf
~REn_YEARIJ4G Guernsey bull and a
3-year-old Cheviot ram I hla get* are
mostly twins! for sale or exchange Will
FIRST-CLASS experienced all round j exchange for grade yearling heifer or
cook wanted at a summer hotel. Write oow freshening In the fall ROSE HILL
M K . care The Courler-Oazette
92*94 FARM. Owl a Head, Me
Tel 341-R
94-99
GIRL wanted to aaalat with general
LARGE, hand hooked rug. about 6x8
housework 3 GILCHRIST, ST. Thom
aston.
99*95 ft for aale. MRS AUSTIN SNOW. R F D
I. Thomaston Me__________________ 93*95
HAYYNO Job* or mowing by hour
PULLETS for sale, 10 weeks old.
I wanted C P PRESCOTT Tel < 89-W ERICK
TORVELA. RPD 1. Box 53.
94*96 Union. Me
93*95
CLARION. Glenwood. Klneo range*
FARM for sale, tillage 50 acres, pasture,
wanted Any kind atove* C E OROT- lumber, sugar bush old-fashioned white
TON. 136 Camden St Tel. 1214-M
bouse, two-car garage, barn, borders
94-96 trout stream B H WEBBER Monroe.
Me______________ _______________ 93*95
USED 3-burner oil range wanted
ft . 85 cord;
Must be tn good condition and price
SAWED slabs lor Mie. 81 It
must be right P O BOX 251. City
J ft
M coni ALFRED DAVIS. 8
94.96 Lovejoy 8t. Tel 56-W
92*94
FOUR foot alaba. 14 per cord delivered
leap sea
ln
cord
lota
or
more,
for
aale
HAftOLD
bath tub Apply to CHARLES PERRIN
PEASE. Box 170. Warren Me
84-95
Warren
v
93*95
FOR .SALE Extra Heavy Presto PrcROOMER3 wanted with or without aerve Jar?* pints 83c doz . quarts 93c doz..
board In private family
184 8OUTH 2 quarts tl 33 doz Presto Jar Rubbers.
MAIN 8T Tel 526-M._____________ 92-94 Approved by Good Housekeeping. 6 pkg

J LOST AND FOUND ♦

BOTH SHEER AND PRACTICAL

BEAUTY IN THIS SPECIAL

ROMAN STRIPE

HOSIERY

59c

P3*1,

CHIFFON AND SERVICE WEIGHTS
We’ve tried to please ALL our customers with
these lovely stockings. You won't often find such
sheer chiffons and such beautiful but practical
service weights at so low a price. Full fash
ioned, first quality and neatly reinforced to
double their wear.

There will be a town meeting to
night at Watts hall at 7 30 to act
NEW TANS to wear with TAUPE SHADES to go
upon the schoolhouse question
Rich Browns and Fall with
Black or Wine
The Thomaston Garden Club will
Greens.
Tones.
meet Thursday at 3 o'clock at the
home of Mrs James E. Creighton
Mam street. Mrs. E M. Lawrence of
Sizes 8^2 to 10
Rockland will be the speaker.
The Federated Circle will hold a
cooked food sale on the Congrega
tional lawn Wednesday at 1.30.
Several friends of Caot. Leandrr
Whitmore gave a surprise party for
him Thursday evening at Mr and
We are now prepared to do Hemstitching—
Mrs Hiram Libbv's cottage on thc
Georges River. The evening was
10c yd. Straight Work; I 5c yd. Scalloping
pased ln playing cards, and ices ana
cake were served
Those present
were: Mr. and Mrs Hiram Libby. Mi
and Mrs. J H Everett, Mr and M.*.AUNT HETTY ON JOB I wants tot The boys to gettin- the fir
! Loring Orff. Mrs. Inez Libby. Capt
____
ioday. I gup.«5 likely 8'po-e ye'll reI E Archibald. Mr and Mrs Ervir.g
Condon. Mr. and Mrs Edgar Libby In Fact Everybody's On the member?"

J

WANTED

;

plamvs ^BURPEE /Krai wT
v.i
FURNITURE CO . 361
Ma.n St Ti, 450__________________ 92-lS

lOc %umbler
Fancy Molars 43c gal
q,j 2 gal can 93c
Salt Pork 18c
lb Pure Lard 2 lb* 33c Lehigh Port
land Cement 90c bag Rolled Roofing
kt
« 81 50 roll Milk ottles. Ma 77c dor.. pints
I
82c doz.. one-half pints 57c doz. Milk
♦
and Cream Cape 30c tube of 500 All
aorta of Haying toola. Farmer*' Favorite
a
• M Dairy Feed 1178. M F L Dairy Feed
It
81 93 Movers Pride 20 per cent Dairy
LADIES-Reliable hair goods at Rock ____
___
Feed__82
03
Stover's Egg Mash 82 10.
land Hair Store, 24 Elm 8t Mall orders browing
Feed 12 20 C F Salt 65c bag
_ “
solicited. H C. RHODES. Tel 518-J
. Pork and Flah ball 70 lb. bag 85c.
_________________________ W-M stover * Pride Hour 61 07 bag (8 53 bbl
vnnrv /->„
..... .hi. h.i. r win i Whll<‘ Ro*e Flour fie bag If w. eerve
,ou rlKht uu Your neighbor of our
h. ,n^ei? HOIJJS
MORE rOR **«*
S7WER
ed by ms-self
HOLLIS AREY. Vlnal- i FEED MANUFACTURING CO Rockland.
93*95
haven Maine
Maine
Phone
1200
93-95
’|
NOTICE—This la to notify that I will
WHY NOT buy your lumber direct
pay no bills contracted by my wife. Col- | from the manufacturer and save? Also
len Staples or any one elae before and wood Irom 81 up. L. A. PACKARD,
after this d«t«. Auu 6 1905. CHARLES R F D . Thomaston
92-tf
W STAPLES 40 Willow St. Rockland. -joTTED bard wood tor Mie. 8«: aort
_ _____________________________________ 1 wood. 87; hard wood limbs. 88. long. 87;
LAWN-MOWERS sharpened, called for £^,^hirn^.r
J CARROLL
Tel
gnd delivered
Satisfaction guaranteed 383-21 Rockland___________________ 92-tf
CRIE HARDWARE gO. Tel 791. RockKEYS! KETS! KEYS! Key. made to
__________
W-ti order Key-* made to (it all lock* when
NOTICE Se.zure No 12 .Dtatrlct No , %.1r,,n‘co^T"b^L1On™v.d.UU^vxO7!.7’ .°J
160311 described as one Ford Coupe, £Cks ^thn^T^ bo^her * f^ix-r.rs* aid
JnT kW t*^ o«ra°tcd”‘l‘uu '
•&X?h “'L.nco.nv.lfe°Bi,.chOPU:^.
S“^t ^.anTVW**111 C° '
f*2-tf
24th. 1935 by John Mattatall and Arthur
' Roc«'»n<> Tel. 791.
D — — k— la — *4 REwlawaa
,141.Im l
and son Roger of Thomaston. Mrs
Jot> Around Fair Time In
*'Indeed
s®1*1 thc responsible
us toms- /"VaVtAaa
Office *a
at Rockland.
Maine, wwithin
must file claim and give bond at
Charles Whitmore of Rockland Mr
L.
reporter.
Thomaston
"Thsnk ye. Hetty'll take that right Cuatoma Office at Rockland. Maine, within
and Mrs William Hall. Mr. and Mrs |
twenty days from Aug 6th 1935. othergoods will be forfeited Uj the
Eugene Brown. Mr and Mrs Harvey
kind of ye. I just been down to Wal UnitedfcheStates
Government Seizure No
"Whoa.
January!"
Brown and Fessenden Wincapaw.of
13.
(District
No 160.2) described as one K******"e*****e*****e*****^**-*****-*****9t
ter Stackpole's place this afternoon
gallon of Foreign Alcohol. Brand un
The
rural
reporter,
out
for
a
SatFriendship. Mr and Mrs. A V McIn urdav af,
,9
xx a ' I
o'hopin'I'd see Ella May'« EX. “n T
£nu“of roSftb^d
wP*rtm"’‘ W“h
I?

yotor

MISCELLANEOUS

Fuller •> Cobb

r............ .. ............... 7
TO LET
;

Bernard Whtak^
,r<"n Ford o>u’"
'
onnner vnicK s ooy an girl oe.nara , WJlbe<, ln Selzure no 12. operated by
v apa
815 per
i
an' Lois, but they wa'nt there Tother John Manatall._wnd_ Arthur ^Orotton ment of five rooms, garage, to let 813
mo
Inquire
at
20
FRANKLIN
ST
93‘95
.
,Lois
J «' with
..Y her" I JW'»
*outh of Llnooluvtlla Beach Maine
day
1 ,’ had, her 1.1
big doll
juiy 24th 1935; any person claiming this
NEW MILCH Cow for rent for the rest
there
of the summer Teated Jersey, large
j
------ - an she savs 10 me *he says.
frwvi<-?
.... „
.
,,
.
£nil.,!l'? *2"? at _£lSt<,n^„o!nce^ at producer.
—
.
ROBERT CARLE. Rockport.
Mv doll carriage am t nowhere near Rockland. Maine, within twenty days Maln,
64*96
.
„ . .__ _
„
from Aug. 6th. 1935 otherwise the goods
enou<?" ‘VC Bef*V Lou. but Harry wm he forfeited to the United States
AT Ingraham Hill new seven room
__ ______
novaraauat
I house to let
Fui^ view or Penobscot
Stewart's mother
said
if she'd get the Oovarnmant
Bay Electricity
1162-R MARTIN
JOHN H DOOLEY.
LEONARD
Collector of Customs
94*96
carriage at the Fair she'd give It to 94-T-100
NOTICE
FURNISHED
ROOMS
to let MRS W.
me. an' 11 she gets the cart she'll give
(hat (o
je
Notice Ls Hereby Olven that Gilbert 8 WHITE 29 B*'*’rh 8t Tp| 1,S'W— „
The cart is goin' to Harmon of Rockland In the County of i_____ _____________________________ 94-95
port Still Ahead
many vears'
1 gUf‘s 1 561 bout ,s be just kke Gee-Gee Grafton's new Knox and State of Maine, has made apMUNRO'S restaurant. Park fit . for
, .
. .
I plication to the Maine Board of Bar sale or to let. Call DAN MUNRO. 105
_____
| great store bv him as Doc Peabody
One She savs. an wont Bernie be Examiners for examination for admls- Llmerock St Tel. 1106
92-94
Sunday's scores: Cement Company ever did by Wet an" that's Myln'a “"j? Ha^ ,t"a‘ll ^anneTout? siTe slon to the bar of the State of Maine
.. the session ...
... _
_______
FIVE-ROOM bungalow to let Electric
at
of tbe .......
Board to
be _held
at
m
7.
Dat1
">
right
glad
I
overtook
ye
(hp
cimn
,
n
.
9 Pirates 7; South Thomaston
Portland MXl^. Tn The flnt W^Se;: I
(Vi:V011''
E 11 '’HILBRICK
or Tel. 1188-M
91-tf
I'm goin' to have a little business over
day of August. A D 1935 .
tery F 3 ttwo games).
PHILIP O CLIFFORD.
I
CMAP
to
let
at
Sandy
Shores. War
to
the
citv
next
week,
an'
Hetty
had
• • • •
Secretary of the Board
ren Apply at DORMAN'S SHOE STORE
it laid out for me to call in an' sorter aul'1 «oin' ,0 st°P >*!l« an' 11 50 b(>
65-T-91 or Sandy_Shores
93*95
The Standing
hint to ve that rozzberries is here j >'e’n walt for me a *oe11 111 ,akc
,
FURNISHED apartment to let at 14
MASONIC ST____________________ 90*95
I.
W
PC again an' they go good with hot bis- alon« a ways furth€r W*08' Janu‘
FOUR ROOM tenement to let. flueh
Rockport ......... ... n
2
846
ary!
”
closet, electric light*
Apply to LAWcults, or leastways they used to seem
Cement Co
4
10
714
RENCE
MILLER Phone 692-M
89-94
''No. Uncle Si. thank you. I'll walk
to. 'Course I know an' vou know
TWO ROOM kitchenette to let »*>,So. Thomaston . ™ 7
.538 what she's up to. It's gettin' on to | al°ng from- here, and much obliged ,
6
'AND IlIC SCHOOL
furnluhed. Barter Block Tel 611-W or
Pirates .............
0
0
.500 Fair time an' she wants to get a i (°r 0>e lift.”
1017-J HERBERT B BARTER
92-tf
By Dr ALLBN G IMKAND
Battery F
FURNISHED two-room apartment to
3
.214
11
piece ln the oaoer bout it. She's, “How d'ye like the sign on my
let. FOSS HOUSE:. 77 Park St. Tel 330
R99
Suit Dtftnotu •/ PoRic loiirt
Warren ........... ... 3
13
.200 spendin' the afternoon up to Warren wagon? Guess me an' January can '
92-tf
• • • •
FOUR ROOM tenement at 48 GRACE
today an' they're bringin' her back show our colors an' advertise the Fair '
3t All modern Tel 133
92-tf
Mosquitoa
Tonight—Cement Co. at South after supper. Can't ye come some same as the Fords an' the Packards ]
TENEMENT at 52 Summer St Mod"Things
to
do
during
the
sumThomaston.
an' the
don'tt travel
*o iui
fur . 1, mer vaca
"* t,on" wa, being discussed
”“*•*
ern
Improvements
MRS A C. McLOON.
night next week?”
inc res'
rest, We
we aon
travel so
33 Grove
St. Tel. 253-M
92-tf
Wednesday—Battery F at Warren.
Monday?" suggested the responsive but we give folks time to read what it | by the elans.
The suggestions
suggestions j ~MOD»N'';P»rtment to let m brick
The
Thursday-Rockport vs Pirates at | reporter
and hopeful,v
i savs 'stead o' goin' WHOO-OO- were endless. Repairs at home. house at 157 TALBOT AVE. Apply on
premises.
37-tf
Community Park <6 p. m.i.
“All right. That's fine. Say, tell OO-SH like a sky-rocket, hcv. Janugardening, building
FIVE-ROOM tenement, to let. electric
• shack, making fly lights, toilet 815 month 21 Purchase St.
ye what I wish ye'd do—will ye put J ary? Well, well be lookin’ for yc
With the season winging down the a little piece In the paper sayin Monday. So long!”
traps and other Call H. B BARTER at 611-W or 1017-J
things were listed. ___________________________________ 84-tf
home stretch there seems to be just they're goin' to snippin' fir in Mis'
“8o long, Uncle SI Tell Aunt Hetty
TWO lour-room apartments to let In
Speaking of flies quire
one if between Rockport and the pen Cogans barn as usual an' they'll be I wouldn't disappoint her for the
MRS W S. KENNISTON. 176 Main
84-tI
brought up the ques St Tel. 874-W
nant and that of course is the suc- beginnin' right off now. an' every- world.” promised the resolute re
tion'of mosquitoes.
cess of the Cement Plant. The third body’s invited to come an' help as porter.
Last summer the
»
and fourth place teams are practically
town had suffered
out of the running. The Rockport
from
an
unusual
number
of
the
5.V85
team has ridden the crest of the wave
pests. This year the health officer M***********«.*«.|t
appealed to the state government
' to eight straight triumphants and first |
LARGE cottage at Crescent Beach
for help. The pamphlets received to let Everything modern, completely
place, so the tide must turn soon if
furnished. EDWARD OONIA. Tel 710.
told of many things the citizens ___________________
92-tf
they are to be shipwrecked. Looking
could do around their homes. It was
COTTAGES to let at Pleasant Beach.
' through the schedule
Vacation goods are the things that are in great de
these suggestions that interested W H. BRAGG. Pleasant Beach. South
Thomaston_____
93*95
port must fight yet to attain
the class.
mand today. We still have plenty to supply your
ON THE seashore, furnished farm
for of their seven remaining
“Prevention is the big thing,” house
and camp to let. Tel. 354-11.
wants and at prices that will please you.
J few appear easy. They
said the authorities. “You can do Rockland
E V. SHEA. South Thomaaton. Me.______
93*95
FOR BOYS WE HAVE
nothing
after
the
mosquitoes
are
with the Dragons and
PANT OVERALLS, in all patterns................ ....... ............. 79c, J1.00
COTTAOE AT SPRUCE HEAD, for rent.
hatched.”
ton. two tough teams;
in
qulelt
location,
Just
thoroughly
reno
WHITE DUCK PANTS ........................................................
$1.00
Mosquitoes need standing water vated. completely furnished, good well
SHORTS in covert cloth, khaki or Hnen
59c. 79c
[ troublesome Pirates, plus
water.
150
yards
from
shore,
reasonable
for breeding, so the government
sweaters............................................................................... ri.nn. si.sg
rent Available August 13. Inquire R B
with Warren and Battery F. and but|2
men were coming to drain the SPEAR.
Spruce Head. Me
89-tf
SHIRTS OR BLOUSES ........................................ ...................... 75c. 79c
i two of these games are to be played 18
swamps
around
the
town.
What
WASH 8U1TS
$1.00, $1JO
could the children do? They began
on their home grounds. The Dragons
FOR MEN WE HAVElisting places where water col
OVERALLS OR KHAKI PANTS ............................ $1.00. $1.25, $1.50
on the other hand have an equally
lected. Tin cans in the dump, pud
SLACKS In pretty patterns ....................................... $1.25, $1.50. $1.98
tough chase, if not worse. They must
dles after rain, drains and roof
SWEATERS .................................................................... $1.00, $1.50, 51.98
play one with the league leaders and j
WORK SHIRTS .............................................. . ......... . ..... 50c, 90c, $1.00
gutters, rain barrels, old wells, and
’ on- with Battery F. as well as three
DRESS SHIRTS ........................................................................ $1.00, $1.50
so on. Each child then agreed to
mixups with those ever-dangerous j g
BATHING SUITS .......................................... ...................... $1.50, $1.98
drain puddles, clean the drains, put
DRESS PANTS........ ...................................................... $3.00, $3.75, $3.98
Keagites. Three at home and three A
small fish in pools and wells, cover
We try to make it plain to everybody that if they purchase any
the dumps, and mend the screens.
vxvj left for the Dragons A gameig
thing here that is unsatisfactory in any way, if it does not give serv
The coming of vacation was hailed
and a half separate the two teams «
ice, if when they get it home and they find they do not want it—to
with more enthusiasm than ever
to date and should Rockport lose three g
bring it bark arid get their money bark. Isn't that fair?
before. Real work could be a lot
1 of these remaining contests the Ce- g
of fun after all!
j ment Plant must win ell to cop thc
Getting ready for school will be
' pennant. Well, there's the dope.
Dr. Ireland’s next topic for dis
I Fight team, fight!
cussion.

urday afternoon walk on the Meadow
road, welcomed the hearty voice and
<|U
ckly
accepted Uncle ____
Si's ______
invitation
, ;__
_______________
_
to Jump in It was good to be Jogging
,
x. i.
,
<
along behind old January again on a
. , "
.
bright summer afternoon.
™
BIG FIVE LEAGUE
Pre.ty fine horse, January, remarked the relaxing reporter.
Cement Co. and Thomaston
"That's right Him an' rue's sumSunday's Winners—Rock- mered and wintered together a good

tyre Mr and Mrs Oliver Libbv of
Warren; Mr and Mrs Ralph Libbv
and Mica F.telle Ovr-rlrw-lr nf CnOilne
ana
Estelle oieriock of Cushing
and Capt. Whitmore.
miss

h

uv

CHILD

AYERS

21c

FLY-TOX, pi 27® - mt 45®
SHINOLA.

In Everybody’s Column ’

'H
J Summer Cottages J

COLONIAL

MOLASSES

Lester Sherman of Rockland and will
there visit her niece. Mrs Winslow i
Rider
Mrs. Vernon Achorn and daughter
Esther spent the weekend ln Wal-i1
doboro
Mrs. June Creighton was a recent
visitor at the home of her cousin Mrs
Earl Hall in Waterville.
Oeorge Creighton of East Milton
Mas”, arrived Saturday for two
weeks' visit with his parents. Mr and
Mrs James E Creghton and also tc
Join his family who have been guestof Mr and Mrs Nat F. Andrews.
Mr and Mrs Clarence Shaw ol
Bridgeport. Conn have visited their
parents, the past week
John Creighton has resigned as
principal of the Thomaston High
School And has a position as instruc
tor of mathematics ln the Cushing
Academy, Ashburnham Mass
Miss Harriet Hahn was a visitor
Sunday at the home of friends in
Warren.
Ralph N CuShing. Nida 8 Eldred
and Eileen Burch of Chicago are
guests of Mr and Mrs Stanley Cush
ing The women are teachers in the
city schools. Mr Cushing had not
been in this, his native town, for five
years.
Allen Stahlck of Washington D. C .
was weekend guest of Mr and Mrs. E
P Starrett.
Mrs E E Morse of Wellesley Hilts.
Mass., is visiting her niece Miss Grace
Payson
Dr. and Mrs. O. F Cushing and
children arrived Monday from Bar
ton.
Preliminary announcement of the
annual Legion Fair comes with the
general Invitation to fir-snippers to
gather at Mrs Cogans bam on
Green street, afternoon and evening
Mrs Cogan invites anyone who
wishes to help the fair in this way.

4

OZ
PKG

GROCERS

A Magic Word
In a Magic

Ring—

WILLIS AYER

Advertise

Every-Other-Dajr

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August 6, 1935
Misses Elizabeth and Katherine
Dr and Mrs Perley L. Russell and
daughters Dorothy and Lois, and Fischer gave a wienie roast at Cres
Miss Marie Bragonler of Hagertown. cent Beach Friday night. Present
Md , Mias Helen Clegg of Philadel
were Catherine Black, Lucy French.
phia. Mr. and Mrs Leland H. Dlngee
and daughter Marilyn of Providence, Nathalie Jones, Nancy Weeks of
arc guests of Mrs Stella McRae and Birmingham. Mich, and Ash Point,
T Club had its weekly outing at
mother. Mrs. B. W Russell,
lanet Keene of Montclair. N. J..
Miss Dorothy Smith is home from Cooper's Mills at the picnic grounds.
Margery
Bartlett, Dolly Stewart of
Camp Laughing Loon. Waterboro.
Dr. and Mrs. Bradford Adams who
Mrs. Mary B Newell of New York
Bridgeport. Conn., Edwin Edwards,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Nutt and is the guest of Mrs. A. S Littlefield. have been spending a few days at
their hotnt ln Long Meadow, Mass, Jr., Edward Helller, Jr., Albert Rich
daughter and Miss Susan Nutt were
Opportunity Class has an outing have returned. Dr Adams to be here ardson ot Ealing. England and Owl’s
at Lake Maranacook Sunday for thc
Thursday
at the home of Mrs. Ma for the month of August.
Head. Russell Bartlett. Jr. Robert
sports rendezvous.
rtan Lindsey, South Thomaston, for
and Hervey Allen. Kenneth Lord. Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Dickey and members and families. Take basket
Mr and Mrs. Waller Robbins of of Fort Ethan Allen. Vt. Charles
daughter Virginia, of Malden. Mass, lunclr'and dishes. Havener s bus will Pratt, Kansas, arrived Sunday and
Iben of Peoria. Ill., Lloyd Clark and
arrived Sunday to be gi^sts of Mr leave the First Baptist church at 6. have gone to their summer home In
Richard
French. A circus party fol
If stormy, the outing will take place Vinalhaven.
and Mrs. John Newman.
lowed the roast.
the
following
day.
» — -- —I— — ' —« »
Mr. and Mrs. James Moran and “
Dr. and Mrs. Ward Renfrew of
SUMMER VISITORS
sons Donald and James of Hyde Park.
Garden City. Long Island, N. Y„ are
Mass arrived Sunday to spend thc
Occasionally one hears the re
visiting Mr and Mrs. Homer Yates
month of August with Mrs. Moran's
mark: "I did not see anything ln
at their summer home at Owl's Head father, John S. Ranlett, Rockville.
The Courier-Gazette about my
guests.” A little reflection will
Miss Beulah MacLeod who has
show the Impossibility of ob
The Auxiliary lo Anderson Camp
taining the names of all summer
been visiting her aunt. Mrs. F. A.
gives a public card party tonight at |
visitors who come to Rockland
Ttrrell. left Sunday to visit ln BoothIn July and August. The paper
7.30 at Orand Army hall Miss Mary
bay Harbbr before returning to her
desires to note such arrivals (the
Sylvester, Mrs. Dori* Ames and Mrs.
guests themselves look for It),
home in Quincy. Mass.
Mary Jordan will act as hostesses.
and to this end asks Its readers
Howard Edwards observed his 11th
birthday last Wednesday by enter
taining Sam Rankin. Perry Margerson and Robert Margerson and Joseph
Buckley of Brooklyn, at games and
supper on the shore at Crescent
Beach.

In addition to personal note* regard
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Marriott and
ing departure* and arrival*, till* depart
ment especially dealrea Information of children. John, Barbara, Priscilla,
social happening* parties, musical*, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be Eleanor and Bobby, have returned to
gladly received.
Brookline after spending two weeks
TELEPHOM---------------------- -- 771 or 7M

It Is on Thursday of the present
week. 3 to S.30 o'clock, occurs the
stiver tea to be given at The Crags,
the Aldrich summer home at Tenant's
Harbor, for benefit of thc Mary Elinor
Jackson Memorial Library as previ
ously noted. Those who will pour are
Mrs. John Dey, Mrs. Philip Smith,
Mrs. Irwin Howell of the summer col
ony; Miss Margaret Warren of Ded
ham. Mass., Mrs. Bailey Aldrich Sf
Boston and Mrs. W. O. Puller of
Rockland. The public is Invited.

at the Edward Thorndike cottage,
Lake Megunticook.

Miss Evelyn Green who has been
visiting friends at Crawford Lake
and vicinity has returned to Springfield. Mass.

Mrs. Lena Herrick has been a guest I
of her sister, Miss Mary Turley,
Stonington.

Miss Louise Anderson of New
York, and sister, Miss Julia Ander
son. who has been teaching summer
school ln Baltimore, arrived Sunday
Mrs Henry Stone and son Frederick
to spend their vacation with their
of East Boston. Mass., were guests of
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Anders An
Mr. and Mrs A L. Vose Thursday.
derson. Talbot avenue. Miss Julia
Misses Virginia and Louise Kinney Is to teach ln Philadelphia this fall
of Wiley's Corner were weekend guestsI
of Miss Virginia Rackliffe, Berkeley . Mrs. Walter Spaulding and son
Fred are ln Boston. Returning
street.
_____
I Thursday they will be accompanied
Mrs. Howard Hall, daughter Miss by Mrs. Spaulding's aunt. Mrs. Ben
Estelle Hall. Mrs. James O'Hara. Mrs. jamin Mcrhail, for a visit.
E B. Richardson and son Floyd Rich-'
ardson motored to Knox Thursday Co
Rev. and Mrs. Pliny Allen. Jr. and
attend the Ingraham reunion.
sons Paul and Jack of North Adams.
Mass. are at Hope Corner for their
Mr and Mrs. Harry Post of Mave usual August sojourn. Mr. Allen will
rick street have as house guests Mrs. preach at the Hope Comer church
Adelaide Sukeforth and daughter during th? month and hopes to greet
Mary of Hinckley.
many of the old Rockland friends.

Miss Orace Sawyer. Mrs. Marion
Charles Iben of Peoria. Ill., is a
Wallis and two children. Pauline and
guest of Misses Elizabeth and Kath
Barbara Jean and Mr. Randall of
erine Fischer, of Peoria and Cres
Massachusetts have returned home
cent Beach.
after being guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Horace Seaman. Prescott street.
Mrs. Hervey Allen and Mrs. Rus
Ernest Johnson entertained a few sell Bartlett entertained Friday at
friends at supper Saturday night in , Mrs. Allen's cottage at Lake Megun
honor of his 14th birthday. A theatre ticook. the time being spent Infor
party rounded out a pleasant eve- , mally ln swimming, boating and
nlng. Ernest received some very nice cards. Tea was served. Among the
out of towr. guests were Mrs. Wilson
gifts.
B. Keene and Mrs. Ruth Gurdy
Wednesday Mrs. Minnie Wilson was Bird of Montclair. N. J.. Miss Mar
hostess to a party of relatives and garet Cook of New York. Mrs Rodneyfriends at her home on thc Georges Weeks of Birmingham. Mich.x Miss
River road. Thomaston.
Sewing | Mertie Hemingway of New York,
patchwork was in order. Dinner and Mrs. Marlon Cobb Fuller of Augusta.
supper were served. Besides the
Mrs. Clara Guptill of Medford,
hostess and daughter Miss Harriet
Wilson, those present were Mrs Nettie Mass. who has been In Norway for
Orlffln. Mrs. Etta Covel and Miss Lucy two months. Is at the home of Mr.
Walker of Rockland. Mrs. Dora Kal- and Mrs. I B Simmons. Rockland
loch. Mrs. Lucy Slllery, Mrs. Susie street, for the month.
Newbert and daughter Mrt. Arlene
The Woman's Educational Club
Kinney of Thomaston.
lawn party which was to be held Aug.
Gilford B Butler and sister. Miss 6 at the home of Mrs. E. M. Lawrence,
Louise Butler, and Mr. and Mrs. W. A. will be postponed due to inability of
Grlflln were in Knox Thursday to at Judge Pattangall to be present as
guest speaker.
tend the Ingraham reunion.

Mrs. Dwight W. Morrow and daugh
ter, Mrs Charles A. Lindbergh, at
tended Friday night a performance
at the Brattleboro. Vt., summer the
atre. in which Constance Morrow ap
peared.

A house party ln the log cabin at
Treasure Point Firm this week will
comprise Elzada North. Ruth Gregory
and her guest, Miss Peggy Shaw of
Augusta. Eleanor Tibbetts, Ruth
Ward, Elizabeth Snow. Luell* Snow.

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hatch and
Mr and Mrs Elmer Lunt and
' five children have returned to Arlingdaughter Jessie, of Auburn, were
] ton. Mass, after spending the month
weekend guests of Rev. and Mrs. J.
at the Alice 8pear place ln South
C MacDonald
•
Warren.
I
_____
Mr and Mrs Ralph W Richards
Mr and Mrs. Alan Sawyer. Mrs.
and son Clarence and John Robbins,
C.
M
Havener.
Mr
and
Mrs
Oeorge
Mrs. Alice Fish has as guests her
of Waterville, were guests Sunday at
niece. Mrs. R O. Hitchcock, and Moody. Mrs. Lizzie Maguire. Mr. and
the home of Mrs. Susie Davis.
daughter Harriet, of Boise. Idaho. Mrs Luke S Davis. O B Lovejoy
They came by motor, their trip taking and Milton Rollins and family were
Mrs Daniel O. Munson has re
three weeks by the way of Toronto ln Auburn Sunday to attend the turned to New York after being at
and Quebec
State Odd Fellows outing at the the Hastings cottage at Ingraham
Home More than 250 were present Hill for a few weeks.
Mr and Mrs. Carl Smith and Mr.

and Mrs. E P Jones motored to Lake
Mrs. Warren E. Hill of Northamp
Maranacook Sunday for the sports
ton. Mass. and Crescent Beach, and
rendezvous.
Mrs. Israel Snow motored to WorcesMrs George W Smith and sisters 1 ter. Friday, accompanied by Miss
Miss Eda Knowlton of Winchester, . Bernadette Snow, returning to the
Mass . and Miss Grace Knowlton were Cooley-Dickinson Hospital In North
at “The Tobacco Box." Crescent ampton. where she is training. On
Beach, last week Mrs George W. their return they were accompanied
Wooster, another sister, and her by Mr and Mrs Herbert Hill of Mil
daughter Harriet were guests for a ford. Mass, to spend a week with
I Mrs. Hill at the beach.
day.

Sec the Marathon Dancers in our
window, also the new General Elec
tric radio. House-Sherman, Inc.-*
adv.
94-90

"Reunion supper" tops them all, to
be followed by entertainment Aug. 9
at South Thomaston for benefit of
Wessaweskeag Grange Furnace Fund.
Details will appear on page one o|
Thursday's issue.—adv,

FINE FURS
NOW SHOWING

A NEW COLLECTION

FOR FALL AND WINTER
Odd Fellows Block
Second Floor

16 School Street

Telephone 541

ROCKLAND, MAINE
84S-Ttf

WEDNESDAY
AND THURSDAY

THE MOST BAFFLING lOYF. CRIME EVER CONCEIVED!

AC A. O II
LOVE
With Dynamic MG-M Character Star

PETER

LORRE

X (Ol “The Man Who Knew Too Much”)

FRANCES DRAKE-COHN CLIVE
ROSCOE ATES in
“IN THIS CORNER"
Cartoon, “BI DDY'S BIG HUNT"

NOTE!

E

COMING FRIDAY-SATURDAY
In Person
"THE GREAT GEORGE”
Supreme Master of Magic

PARK

The picture “MAD LOVE," Wednesday-Thursday, Is NOT
suitable for ehildrrn

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
lh, if women could only be os charming

during o love affair os they ore after it is over,
how much longer one's mod devotion would lost.

Miss Peggy Shaw of Augusta is
guest of Miss Ruth Gregory. Center
street. Miss Shaw and Miss Gregory
are classmates at Farmington Normal
School.

XOEL

WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE A GROUP OF ASTOUND
ING VALUES FOR-AUGUST-BRAND NEW GOODS JUST AR
RIVED THIS WEEK.

Mrs Rhama Philbrick and daugh
ter Norma and Mrs Carl Chrlstofferren were at Camp Abena. Belgrade
Lakes. Sat urday tor annual guest,
day
Mrs George W Smith. Miss Eda
Knowlton of Winchester. Mass., and
Mrs. Evelyn McKuslck are leaving
today for a trip "Down East" and Into
New Brunswick for the remainder ol
tlie week.

Living Room Suites
|

Barbara Howard and Preston How
ard of Rumford have been guests of
Mr and Mrs Edwin Edwards at Cres
cent Beach.

LAST TIMES TODAY
EDMUND LOWE in
“BLACK SHEEP"

C. F French cottage at Ash Point
for the week. They were joined Tor
The outing of the Methebesec Club the weekend by Miss Gwennie Mac
at Round Pond Friday was unusually Donald who is attending summer
delightful, features being the gor sessions at Bates College.
geous summer day and the un
Members of Anderson Camp. S.U.V.
equalled hospitality of the Round
Pond hostesses. Luncheon was and Auxiliary are invited to picnic
spread in the vestry of the Little supper tomorrow by Rev. and Mrs
Brown Church, and afterward Mrs. Herman R. Winchenbaugh at their
j. E Nichols of Round Pond gave an cottage at Spruce Head.

Mrs. Mary Griffin gave a party for
her granddaughter. Carolyn Oriffin
of The Bronx, at her home on Water
street, the occasion celebrating that
young lady's seventli. birthday. A (
color scheme of yellow and pink was
charmingly carried out in table deco
rations and flowers, and a birthday
cake done in these colors graced the
center of the table. Guests were
Geraldine. Eleanor and Mary Fitz
patrick, Edward, Lila and Helen Love,
and Caroline Webster. The guest of
honor received many gifts,

LUCIEN K. GREEN

to send ln such items, either di
rectly to the office, or to the
society reporter, Mrs. Gladys
Morgan, whose telephone num
ber is 794 Social events as well
as arriva’s and departures arc
desired.

Frederick Richardson, now in
passage from London on the steam
ship Manhattan, arrives Saturday
and will be with his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur B Richardson at thc
Merriam cottage. Owl's Head, until
the family leaves for England Sept. 1.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sacker of New
Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Dow. daughter
York are guests of Mrs. Ella Cook
Mildred
and niece. Ruth Wheeler are
at Spruce Head.
spending the week at Crawford's
Miss Dorothy Peterson U visiting Lake.
her brother in Bangor.
Mrs John Griffin and children ,
Carolyn
and Neal, of the Bronx. N Y ,
Charles Frost of Attleboro, Mass.,
Is visiting his former home in this arrived last week to spend the re
mainder of the summer with Mrs.
city.
Mary Griffin, Water street. Other
Mr. and Mrs Charles W. Wlxson guests at Mrs. Griffin's home are
of Winslow and Mr and Mrs C Wes Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin I/>ve and
ley Wlxson and family of Sullivan children, Edward. Lila and Helen.
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. George kriedman, Mr. and Mrs.
James Fitzpatrick and children. Ger
Carroll Wlxson.
aldine. Eleanor and Mary, all of The
4any Rockland ladles enjoyed a Bronx. Mrs. Fitzpatrick Is a sister of
akfakt party given by Mrs Louis State Senator Donnigan of New
Warflwell the last of the week ln York, a majority leader of hts party.
• attractive Camden home. Aft,ard the party adjourned to thc
Maurice Young of Portland was a
rvey Allen cottage at Megunticook weekend guest of his sister. Mrs. Ella
ce for a day of delight ln that Hyland. Mrs. Hvland returned with
irtning spot.
him Sunday to visit Rev. and Mrs.
A. E. Scott in Biddeford.
Jordon Richardson and Bill Bick1 kept'open house over the weekRev. and Mrs. J. C MacDonald and
1 at Camp Richardson. Georges daughter Emily are occupying the Dr.

Interesting story of the old church.
Adjournment was made to the sum
mer home of Dr. and Mrs. John
Smith Lowe for an informal after
noon of chatting and sewing. There
were 30 present. The next outing
will be Aug. 23 at the cottage of Mrs.
Katherine Hainee at Holiday Beach.
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COWARD

• gifted author, actor and composer makes
his first motion picture appearance

Misses Margery Bartlett and Eliza
beth Till motored to Waterville last
week taking back Mrs Clyde Magann
who had been guest of Mrs. S. H.
Doe and Mrs Russell Bartlett for
several days. The girls went out to
Airfield and called on Miss Hazel
N Day who is a patient at the Sani
tarium.

FULL SPRING
CONSTRUCTION

CATHOLIC LAWN PARTY
Postponed From Last Night Until
Weather Conditions Arr Fitting

Old Sol. in his reluctance to grace
Monday with his cheery presence,
caused postponement of St. Ber
nard's lawn party and supper until
the first fair day. be it today or later. }
The actively interested parishioners
have pressed into service the time
thereby gained and with added
touches to the neatly perfected plans,
have Insured a heavy attendance
when the Weather Man at length
grants his consent.
Sociability, no less desirable than
the point of finance. Is ever at Its
height at these gatherings, and for
the youngsters, whose first thought
concerns amusement, provision has
also been made. Beano does not
wane in popularity and has there
fore been chosen as a major diver
sion. with other forms of entertain
ment to keep it lively company.
There will be no dearth of good
food at the 5.30 supper when capa
ble cooks and willing waitresses will
supervise this feature.
SN'OWMAN'-SHUTE
____
Miss Jessie Shute and Harold Snow-1
man of this city were married July 12
at the First Baptist parsonage, with |
Rev. J. C. MacDonald officiating. |
They were attended by Mrs. Lawrence
Shute and Henry Fifleld The bride}
was prettily gowned in white organdie,
worn with black velvet jacket, and}
Mrs. Shute's gown was of flowered}
chiffon. Their honeymoon was spent j
at the Snowman camp in Union
They are now keeping house in their
recently purchased home on Willow,
street.
The bride is the daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Oeorge 3hute. She is a
graduate of Rockland High 8chool
and is a popular employe at thc F W
Woolworth Co. store. Mr Snowman
is the son of Mr. and Mrs A P Snow-j
man of this city, is also a graduate of
Rockland High and is associated with
his father in the trucking business.
The young couple are being show
ered with congratulations now that
the secret is out.

Absolutely the Newest and Most Desirable in Living Room Suites
—Two and Three Pieces, New and Lovely Fabrics—And Prices!!
Ask Us!

^Dining Room Suites

A wide variety of stylings to suit your individual needs—Splendid
construction, beautifully finished—just what you want. And True
August Value Prices.
BED ROOM SUITES ARE MORE BEAUTIFUL THAN EVER.
SEE THEM. BE CONVINCED.

SPECIAL REDUCTIONS ON
SUMMER FURNITURE
We are offering a Special Low Price on Our Great Line of Summer
Furniture—Couch Hammocks, Swayers, Lawn and Porch Furni
ture, Umbrellas. Refrigerators, Oil Stoves. At Sharp Reductions.

in the Hecht-MacArthur production
"The Scoundrel" a Paramount Release

NOW
PLAYING

“OLD MAN KKYtolM"
with BUDDY ROGERS, BEtTY GRABLE

Phone 39!
Shown
Mat. 2.00; Evg. 6.45, 8.45.
Cont. Sat. 2.15 to 10.45

[fjrlc-lrjfJjjia

Turn That Vacant Room
Into Cash With a
“To Rent” Advertisement
in The Courier-Gazette
Telephone 770

Stonington Furniture Company
313-325 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Stores At Rockland, Boolhbay Harbor and Stonington

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Ga2ette, Tuesday, August 6, 1935
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ON RUSSIAN CRUISE

People You Should Know
□□□□ FOUR STAR FOLKS

★★★★

By HELEN NELSON, Special Staff Feature Writer
(Copyright 1935—By Claude Moss—Reproduction in Any Way For bidden)

Mrs. Jane Andrews of War

ren Tells of a Visit To

Iceland
Mrs. Jane Andrews of Warren, ac
companied by Mrs Mattle Burgess of
North Weymouth. Mass., left June
29 for a six weeks Russian cruise on
Lite S. S. Carinthia and has written
home Interesting letters of her visits
Of one dated June 30. an extract is
here given:
“Well, here we are. Mattie and I.
on the old Ocean, calm as a clock,
hardly a ripple on the water. When
we l.-ft Boston on the Eastern S. S
Line. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Vlnal
and Minnie Marshall were at the
boat to see us off. Lewis Burgess
went as far as New York with us. At
the Cunard line docks, we had two
surprises. Hat Stevens was at tlie
boat to see us off and brought us a
lovely bouquet of roses. Myrtle
Haskell was also there and she
brought us each a bouquet. Bradley
Pipkin also caine to see us off and
of course Lewis stayed with us until
the steamer sailed.
"The second night out we attended
a reception for the officers Last
Monday night we had a "gala" din
ner. The dining saloon was deco
rated and there were paper hats at
each plate and one or two favors
consisting of horns or something that
would make a noise, besides many
baloons.
"We have dinner at 730 each night.
Tlie last thing before we retire we set
our watches ahead 30 minutes. We
must change our watches every day
until we get to Iceland, and perhaps
longer. I do not know yet.
• • • •

nothing It the eating line and no
place to cook anything They all
looked well kept especially the chil
dren.
"There are many skins on sale,
especially from the large white polar
bear, which make wonderful white
rugs. The ermine furs are beautiful.
I have seen many neckpieces but no
coats. They are very expensive They
have on sale many novelties made
from walrus tusks which look like
Ivory.
"We rode from the wharf up to the
town tn carriages called Stoltyerre.
a high, two wheeled cart drawm by a
small horse, the seat for tlie passen
gers in frent, the driver standing In
the rear. Our driver had a passion
for passing everything on the high
way and the roads were very narrow.
Mattie and I held on for dear life, as
we expected to be upset ln tlie ditch
any minute We kept telling him to
go more slowly but not understanding
English. I think he thought we meant
for him to go faster. We got into a
gale of laughter but reached the Lapp
colony ln safety. We returned to the
landing ln an auto which was much
more comfortable
"Last night at about 11.30 we had
our second look at the midnight sun.
It Is supposed to shine at this time of
the year both day and night but they
are having unusually cloudy weather
this year and more fog than usual so
we are not getting continuous sun
shine.
"Our next visit is at Trondheim.
Norway, and we are scheduled for a
sightseeing trip and luncheon at a
hotel. We are having the time of our
lives sailing ln smooth waters among
snow capped mountains In all my
travels, I have seen nothing more
beautiful."

SNOW
, In the Bain home. Digging clama | CHARLES W. MAXCY
JOHN I. SNOW
(‘rst roaJ t0 pocket money; E. A. BOONE
**** ((rpHF. race Is to the *as
EASONS come and sea
courageous." said likes to take a look at the skyscrapers, ****
sons go, but our Sois Upton
Upton, “for the poor ln tunnels, mountains and wide open
81r Thomas
spirit are beaten before the start Is spaces for his fun. Been winning cony-Vacuum Oil Company, on At
iuade.” And so we are glad to bring friends at Owl’s Head 30 years; lantic avenue goes on forever. This
lx lure our readers today John I. owned a boat all that time; sticks Is about the 34th year tills Standard
Snow and Tl>e Snow Marine Co , Inc to land more than he used to. but Bulk Headquarters has- been looking
We re going to have a hard time his boat Is one ol tlie most active out for the motorists ln this East
wJtlug this story, because we prom in the scallop business; always on Maine Coast territory. Plainly—they
ts d not to say any good things in the job. and never disappoints our belong! Charles W. Maxey. Is the
it—so. we'll start off with the worst Scallop King, when he's looking for Bulk Station Manager; Eugene A
ones we know. First, you couldn't scallops. Arthur Bain never dis Boone, is Sales Representative, and
txat John Snow II you tried; he appointed anyone who depended two better co-operators In a com
doesn't know’ what a "hard Job" Is; upon him—that's why he's one of munity way. you'll have hard time
the main ingredient in even his little our Four Star Polks............................ to find. Their plant is right up to
Phode 1162-W and ask: When will the second, neat and tidy as a new
toe is ' courage.” When they tell you
the
"Boland" 'be in from Oeorges pin; employ 14 people; two tankers
about “the men who go down to sea
ln ships,’* they're also telling you Bank, with another catch of scallops? take care of Socony -Vacuum users
from the Kennebec to Eastport.
u..out the Snow Marine Co., because
•
tills business was founded primarily SPEIRO AND THOMAS ECONOMY Here are just two points we want to
iron into your thoughts: Soconyto bring buck ships lost ln the gale; AAA# UWES.
«\/E3. we Ihave no baVacuum is the largest selling motor
foundered on rocky reefs; burned to
* nanas." has never
tiie edge; abandoned. The wonder is been sung by Spelro and Thomas fuel in the country, and climatic
that these ships can be brought up. Economy, of the Economy Fruit control is one of its outstanding
salvaged
and again made into sea- Store. 9 Park street. And that's not qualifications. That tells you why
__
worthy vessels. This company builds all, they never will sing it as they. SoconJ'*Service stations are so popudocks and piers; serves leading aiways have them for their trade “r Charlle ’ s,nUe was first «“*
transportation lines in towing and In fact, they have fruits of all kinds. covered In Thomaston; earned his
does literage. The name "Snow" In and out of season, domestic and first big half dollar on his uncle's
through generations has stood for foreign, always the best, the kind farm; biggest kick is making sunnonest, dependable workmanship that tempt the sick, whether at home bonnet babies and smart this—and—
wherever boats are known on this or ln the hospital. Here we also find that in his woodcraft shop; has a
for
detective stories
east coast. The owners of this cor candies, fountain, cigars, magazines, weakness
"Gene's"
short
pants
day were spent
poration are Willis. Robert W.. and all popular brands of ootUed
"July 5—The only unusual thing
SEACOAST MISSION
Woodbury M.. Addle E. and John I. beer It's one of the busiest spots in ln Portland; one wriggly worm they had to celebrate the Fourth was
starts
an
urge
for
his
fishing
tackle;
Snow, John being President and Rockland. Tom and Spelro each be
a fancy ball and a parade of dancers Annual Meeting Sees Two
Oeneral Manager. His laughing eyes came a boarder at the residence ot we'd bet on him in a race anytime in costume for which there were
New Directors Named—
first opened “on the hill." Sculling their mother and father ln Albania Charlie can find ‘ Acres of Dia three prizes. We have a lecture
monds"
wherever
he
is,
and
both
are
Miss Douglas Resigns
a fish tub Is one of the best stunts 1 "Tom" started his career with a box
every day on the places we are to see
reproductions
of Maine's ln Iceland. The longest time we will
he knows; has a favorite pipe; fav of oranges and bunch ol bananas good
The Maine Seacoast Mission's an
orite old hat. favorite chewing gum He sent for Speiro. they got a truck genuineness........................................ be away from home (the ship) will
nual meeting was held at Bar Harbor
Phone
115
and
ask;
What
Is
their
(when he can't find his tobacco). and for eight years they worked like
be the trip to Moscow. Russia which
last week
Knows men; they know him—that's a couple of lions selling fruits and storage capacity?
will take three days.
Thomas Searls, the treasurer for 30
why his crew always makes good vegetables. In 1912 they opened
Jdly 8—We are again on the old
years of the Mission, reported the Mis
HERBERT E. SIMMONS
His best fun these days is teaching a their first fruit store and it was ln
Atlantic after a pleasant day at
sion to be sound financially and to be
★ ★★★
A WNINGS are not conpair of heavenly little cherubs the Rockland and from that day they |
Reykjavic. Iceland (the natives spell
making expenditures of the most use
** sidered a luxury, but
"Snow" chuckle. John Snow says Just grew and grew. Tom, sure an investment, being the means of it Island'. The town we visited Is
ful kind.
he never did a big Job himself—his enough, with hands down has won beautifying the outward appearance small but we had a slghteelng bus
Reelected to the directors' board:
“crew did it.” That's the character this week's award for being friendly, of your home, while giving protec ride and visited the hot springs
Mrs. John Markoe. Rev. William
key note to which we pay sincere wearing such a broad smile and his tion from the heat of the sun and its Many of the natives do their wash
Adams Brown. Col. William Jay
tribute today. Take a seat up front, hearty laughter. His eyes are brown, disastrous effects upon your curtains, ing here. We went to the National
Schleffelln, Mrs. Luquer. Mrs Ray
Cap'n........................................................... and his white hair is becoming; draperies and furniture. At 16 Wil Museum which was small but very- nor O. Wellington; new members
Phone 16 and ask: What year was “fiddlesticks!” or its equivalent, if he low street we have the Rockland good.
elected to board: W. Bertram Eddithis company incorporated?
“Fishing and curing fish are the nn. Wilfred J LaPoint
can't eat heaps of veal and lamb I've Awning Co., Inc., of which John M
•
missed my train; has no tendency to Richardson Is president-treasurer, chief industries here No doubt you
Miss Laura Knowlton. Maine state
DAVID AND SARAH RUBENSTEIN crab; likes to bing. blng at game and Herbert E Simmons, the man- will be surprised that they have no director of public health work under
★ ★★★
ATMOSPHERE.
we with a gun but can't hit the side of on-the-job. 24 hours per day. When very cold weather here. The ground the Red Cross, told of the co-opera
have been told. Is a a bam. "Speiro" is married, happy ever you find a bright, snappy new seldom freezes, as the Gulf Stream tion between her order and the Mis
million dollar word, when you have father of five children; doesn't smoke, awning around town, you can say changes the climate to that extent.
sion. and of the Delano nursing serv
"We found many nice stojes ln ice. This work was by Miss Rebecca
to pay for it in the beauty of sur chew or drink; home man and handy to yourself—"100 to 1 that came from
roundings—but we are going to tell around the house, since he can do the Rockland Awning shop." and 100 Reykjavic but the prices were high M. Douglas. She has now resigned.
you now where there is a world ol It, odd chores and dig In the garden: to 1 you're right! They do the Samo There are no trees on the Island, and
Mrs. Alice M. Peaslee. whose work of the Mission, talked of the work as
and where every minute spent is one early riser; reads the funnies; and set Hotel awning work, stores and of ;he land is nothing but lava rock cov with the women of the lighthouses an "Adventure in Faith,” and summed
of pleasure.
David Rubenstein's real “Home Sweet Home" man. Tom fices, beavtlful homes, smart cot ered with very little dirt. It Is i a Cher and coast guard stations as well as up the work in a manner which took
Antique headquarters on Main street, and Speiro are like good wine, be tages. Coast Guard work from Port a barren looking place, although they with women who. generally, are cut his listeners straight off across the
Is an education in itself. Block Front cause they improve with age.
land to Jonesport. < no boosting prices have nice looking houses and busi off from many occupations. Indus waters with him.
The resignations of two workers
Desk and Bureau dating back to
trial and social, spoke Interestingly
Phone 201-M and ask: How long either because it's the Government i; ness blocks tn the city we visited.
We saw the Houses of Parliament. upon the work. Miss Ethel Rand of was noted with regret. Family mat
1760; dishes from the original Black have these brothers sold fruit in make truck covers, boat covers, tar
Family of Ellsworth; Waterford and Rockland?
paulins. and you'll find their work The people are conservative. They Sigma Kappa, the sorority whose na ters called Mrs Ethel L. Corbett home
Stiegel glass, beautiful hooked rugs
in Dark Harbor. Camden. Rockport. make few laws but abide by them, tional philanthropy Is the mission, after service on the loneliest Isle in
and thousands of lovely things ln ANNIE AND MILDRED SMITH
North Haven. Vinalhaven. North- and live within their means. The spoke on the educational work of the the world, while Miss Rebecca M.
Douglas. R. N., has resigned, leaving
streets are practically free from auto Mission.
china, art and statuary bring people
HE nearest place to port—all around the Rockland sec
a fine record.
traffic
—
we
saw
only
three
or
four
The
4-H
Club
work
Is
available
to
here from far away. In addition
1 home you can find at tor. Mr. Richardson says "Slinmie"
The report given Wednesday shows
to the neatly arranged shop, there is meal time In Rockland, Is The Sea deserves the spotlight in this stoiy. cars all day They do not live tn a the children of the isolated places
ol the coast and Rev. Arthur H. Sar that there was never a craft with so
the old General Tllson Mansion, now Grill Restaurant, 71 Park street. because of his good Judgment, effici whirl and travel at breakneck s]«ed.
• • • •
gent spoke of this phase of the many many duties of so many different
the Rubenstein home, filled with We can prove this to you any day. ent workmanship and ability to make
rare treasures.
Mr. Rubenstein You don't have to take our word. everybody like him. Another rea
About 25 citizens gave us a vocal sided co-operation which the Mission kinds. Pastoral care, hospitalization,
kindly offices in sickness or in death,
covers the globe in his buying jaunts Get good and hungry. Go there and son Is. when you want "Sim" during musical ertertainment last night and gives to all.
organization
of clubs, service of wor
Rev
O.
J.
Guptill.
superintendent
—spends six month a year searching order a meal. If what we say isn’t the fishing season you page him and they certainly have some fine singers
and practically 98 per cent of his true—we'll pay for it. Fair enough? his fishing tackle around Moosehead among their people. The concert
stock are originals. David and Miss Mildred Smith, the proprietor, Lake—then decide that's a good place was one of the best I ever heard.
Sarah Rubenstein have been home was brought up ln the atmosphere to be yourself. “John" Is all over at Last night was cloudy but we sat up
folks 35 years. Collections are his of her parents widely known Wessa- the same time—has to be. as advertis until almost 1 o'clock thinking we
i hobby—coins, stamps, U. S. Scrip, weskeag headquarters at South ing manager of this happy home town would see the midnight sun. We had
' and the antique end of his hobby, Thomaston, first people in the Shore Courier-Gazette. He started ki-ep- to set our watches ahead one hour
i developed Into this splendid bust- and Chicken dinners there, which ing 'Rockland pavements warm with and tonight (July 91 we set them
i ness. Sarah's hobby is dishes. A brought governors, celebrities and" his first pair of shoes; then kept ahead another hour. We are losing
■ New England chicken dinner could home folks from all nearby points to them warm to and from Rockport a lot of time but suppose we will gain
1 cure them of the hardest case of
it all back again on our return trip.
enjoy their wonderful food and happy High School where he was principal;
“July 13—We were ln Hammerfest
hunger. They get fun out of every surroundings. These good folks serve later to and from our Rockland High
second in their day; love to meet the same chicken and shore din School. This writer believes he's July 11 all day sightseeing. It costs
ten cents to send a letter to the
people; never try to make up your
ners at their Sea Grill on Park street, still quite familiar with school capers
X
mind for you; and say the finest and it's a pleasure to bring you in —but has changed hts studies to U. S. A. from here and five cents to
folks in the country live in Rockland. closer contact wlith them. Five gen people, and his fun, too. Never send a card. There are good stores
‘'Dave" first met Lady Liberty when erations of this Smith family were dodges an argument: sees both sides In Hammerfest. furs of all kinds,
HERE axe some appliances
knitted mittens, stockings, in fact
he was 14. and he has been prov Maine born. Long ago. Mildred's
of the fence and plays fair.
everything
needed
for
a
cold
climate.
ing up on loyalty to Uncle Sam ever
Phone 1262-W and ask: On what
Mother and Daddy operated our
that will end drudgery in your
since............................................................ Narragansctt Hotel. Annie Smith, nationally famous hotel does Rock We left Hammerfest July 11 and
went to North Cape where passen
Phone 1285 and ask: How long
has passed responsibilities on to land Awning Co. do all the awning
home. Notice the approximate
gers went ashore mostly to say they
has he conducted this Antique busi
Mildred, her delightful daughter, but work?
had been to North Cape. There was
ness?
when you go in, be sure to get ac
number of kilowatt-hours each
CONTINUED IN NEXT ISSUE
not much to see there but some of
quainted wilth them both, and you'll
YOU
MAY*
BE
NEXT!
the party climbed a high mountain.
CAPT. ARTHUR A. BAIN
is likely to use per month in
meet two real people. Four Star
GRAND PRIZE—$1500
We went ashore but did not do any
EXPERIENCE Is one of Movies is a family hobby, and either
PRIZES GIVEN EACH ISSUE
climbing. Returned to the steamer
FIRST PRIZE—$2.00
*—• those valuable things could grace the silver screen herself,
your home.
SECOND PRIZE—$1.00
and at 12. saw the midnight sun. Can
you cannot buy. If you offered a without half trying. Their Sea Grill
•
you imagine the sun shining at mid
million for it—it is not for sale. It with its fine lobster, steak and
RULES
is one thing you can possess only by chicken dinners, its spotlessness, its
Each issue there will appear differ night as brightly as at midday? At
working for It, days, months years, blue checkered table 'cloths, its-hot ent paragraphs in this paper bringing 1 a. m. they served lunch ln the din
a life time. That's why it is price from-the-oven rolls and pies is a web out distinctive features of Rockland ing saloon and I think it must have
and vicinity Institutions. There is a
less. And if anyone has back of his come asset to this community, and its question in each story. The person been 2.30 a. m. when we retired.
reputation real experience in his owners belong in the front ranks of sending in the most correct and neat
est answers to the questions will be
, work, that work is valuable to every- anything that means progress.
'Tor the pa-‘ three days the
given merchandise awards from your
I one he serves. Back of the success
Find out for us: How many years own home merchants each issue. In scenery has been grand—high moun
i of Captain Arthur A, Bain are years have these folks been preparing case of a duplicate, award will be glv tain peaks on every side covered with
I of contact with the sea. He brought wonderful dinners for particular en each tying contestant. Winners snow. North Cape is the most north
and answers published one week from ern point we touch at on our cruise,
j in the record catch that has come people?
date of story. The judges' decision
Into this or any other port in Ameri
so since leaving we have been sailing
will be final and Incontestable.
ca_ 3,000 gallons of scallops! His
Address Courier-Gazette Contest south and made a stop at Lingen,
{ ••Pauline M. Boland" has a romantic
Editor.
Norway. We found that town small
He—Take my seat, madam.
..'record Itself; afire at sea; abanand not very interesting except the
Share in the Four Star prizes
She—O, thank you'.
{< doned and sinking, when "Cap” recLapp colony which we visited. The
given every issue of The CourierHe—Not at all. A gentleman Lapps live mostly ln the open but
' cued her 40 miles off Nantucket.
Gazette. Write your letter to
should always stand for a lady. Some have small tents to crawl Into when
Bain
wasand
entitled
to
day.
That decided
was her she
name
Captain
men only do so for young and It rains. They dress warmly ln
handsome women, but I believe In groolen clothes and many furs. Don’t
keep it. Mt. Desert is where a
serving all alike.
know what they live on, as we saw
snappy northeast wind deposited him

1
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ship In Isolated places, clinics, nurs
ing ministrations, co-operation of ocu
lists. surgeons, dentists, all have been
carried on through the work of the
Mission and by means, chiefly of the
Sunbeam. There were 111 places of
call on Christmas and 2200 gifts were
distributed. The terrible winter last
year, the condition of the fishing in
dustry made It necessary for more
than 160 families to have assistance,
and warm clothing was provided to
all.

SOUTH APPLETON

The raking of blueberries has been
started ln this vicinity.
A terrific electrical storm visited
this section Thursday, but no damage
resulted.
Lizzie McCorrison has returned from
Hollis.
Lillian Pease of Beverly passed the
weekend with her son Philip.
Belle Orant is at the home of Liz
zie McCorrison.
Frank Carkin visited Thursday with
"Aren't you ashamed of yourself Annie Ripley.
begging?"
The Clarks have bought the hay on
"Madam—I am not begging—I am the Ripley properly and began Its cuta professional coin collector.”
| ting Friday.

x
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Electricity

Multiply the Kilowatt hours by 2c —

see how little these added services
cost with TWO CENT ELECTRICITY!

